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Quote: (…)
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ATTACK AGAINST CIVILIAN POPULATION!
ATTACK AGAINST HUMANITY AND HUMAN RIGHTS!


Quote: (…) Stop the inhuman treatment of people in the name of scientific advancement. (…)

Watch this video:


Quote: (…) Obama declared: "This is our generation’s Sputnik moment." (…)

Human rights group: ‘Killer robots’ should be banned | The Raw Story rawstory.com/rs/2012/11/19/…

Cheryl Welsh, #Mind #Justice, at mindjustice.org
mindjustice.org/index.htm
10 months ago
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Quote: (…) WASHINGTON - The top U.S. commander in Afghanistan is ordering an investigation into charges that an army unit trained in psychological operations was improperly told to manipulate American senators to get more money and troops for the war.

A senator allegedly targeted said Thursday that he’s confident there will be a review of the facts, but played down the idea that he was manipulated (…)
But the episode underscores how murky the dividing line can be between information operations and public affairs officers — one the Pentagon has wrestled with in recent years as it struggled to win the hearts and minds of populations in Iraq and Afghanistan. (…)

Holmes said they resisted the order to compile information on congressional delegations that were visiting there and think of what information “to plant inside their heads.” He said they were subjected to retaliation for resisting.

“My job in psy-ops is to play with people’s heads, to get the enemy to behave the way we want them to behave,” Holmes is quoted as saying. “When you ask me to try to use these skills on senators and congressman, you’re crossing a line.” (…)

Read full article:


Read full article:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/MCVictimsEU/message/11502

25.02.2011.


Quote: (…) Dit is het ‘Spoetnik-moment van onze generatie’, zei hij in de 'State of the Union’, de jaarlijkse toespraak over de stand van het land. (…)

Read full article:
Steven Rose, We are moving ever closer to the era of mind control, guardian.co.uk, 5.02.2006, <http://www.guardian.co.uk/science/2006/feb/05/comment.themilitary>.

Quote: (...) Brain scientists are on a roll. Concern about rising levels of mental distress have resulted in unprecedented levels of funding in the US and Europe. And a range of new technologies, from genetics to brain imaging, are offering extraordinary insights into the molecular and cellular processes underlying how we see, how we remember, why we become emotional.

Brain imaging has become familiar. Scanners, known by their initials - CAT, PET, MRI - began as clinical tools, enabling surgeons to identify potential tumours, the damage following a stroke or the diagnostic signs of incipient dementia. But neuroscientists quickly seized on their wider potential. (..)

They are beginning to speak of 'neuromarketing' and 'neuroeconomics.' (..)

More seriously, there is increasing military interest in the development of techniques that can survey...
and possibly manipulate the mental processes of potential enemies, or enhance the potential of one’s own troops. There is nothing new about such an interest. In the US, it stretches back at least half a century. Impressed by claims that the Soviet Union was developing psychological warfare, the CIA and the Defence Advanced Projects Agency (Darpa) began their own programmes. (…)

The step beyond reading thoughts is to attempt to control them directly. A new technique – transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) – has begun to generate interest. This focuses an intense magnetic field on specific brain regions, and has been shown to affect thoughts, perceptions and behaviour. (…)

Read full article:

http://www.guardian.co.uk/science/2006/feb/05/comment.themilitary


NOTA BENE!: Neurofrequency Weapons!

Quote: (...) Durf te denken (...)
Dear Sir, @Madam,

More on the story can be found here:

Digital Agenda: simple smart phones and remote controls help elderly and disabled to manage their homes, EU Press Release RAPID, Reference: IP/11/11, europa.eu, 06/01/2011,

Quote: (...) Neelie Kroes, European Commission Vice President for the Digital Agenda said: "I am delighted that EU-funded research projects like I2HOME can harness information technologies to make life simpler for all EU citizens, including the elderly, disabled and visually impaired." (...) 

Quote: (...) I2HOME has been tested in day-care centres and home settings in 4 pilot sites in the Czech Republic, Germany, Spain and Sweden and more than 100 organisations and companies in Europe already use or work with I2HOME technology.

Other applications of this technology are used in the EU-funded BrainAble project which also helps people with disabilities by improving direct as well as indirect interaction with devices thanks to brain sensors that can measure feelings like boredom, confusion, frustration or information overload. (...) 

Background

I2HOME was funded under the EU’s Sixth Framework Programme for research. The EU allocated €2.7 million funding to I2HOME. (...) 

Read full article:

Autonomy and social inclusion through mixed reality Brain-Computer Interfaces: Connecting the disabled to their physical and social world, BrainAble, This project is partially funded by the European Commission under the 7th Framework Programme, ICT-2009 Call 4 Accessible and Assistive ICT, brainable.org, Home, 8.01.2011, <http://www.brainable.org/en/Pages/Home.aspx>.
Quote: (…) Direct control will be upgraded by creating tools that allow people to control those inner and outer environments using a “hybrid” Brain Computer Interface (BCI) system (BCIs, Electro Oculogram (EOG), Electromyography (EMG), and Heart Rate). Furthermore, BNCI information will be used for indirect interaction, such as by changing interface or overall system parameters based on measures of boredom, confusion, frustration, or information overload. (…)

Read full article:

http://www.brainable.org/en/Pages/Home.aspx

===   ===


Quote: (…) International consumer group CASPIAN (Consumers Against Supermarket Privacy Invasion and Numbering) will hold a march and prayer vigil this Saturday to protest a plan to inject VeriChip microchip implants into 200 Alzheimer’s Community Care, Inc, patients (…)

Planners hope the event will enlighten caregivers to the serious medical and societal downsides of the VeriChip and encourage them to rethink using elderly dementia patients as research subjects to test the controversial product. (…)

“We have an obligation to protect vulnerable members of society from being used as guinea pigs for controversial medical research,” said CASPIAN founder and director Dr. Katherine Albrecht. “The vast majority of Americans object to human microchipping, and it is likely these Alzheimer’s patients would feel the same way if they could speak for themselves.” (…)

Read full article:


—


Quote: (…) All Australians could be implanted with microchips for tracking and identification within the next two or three generations, a prominent academic says. (…)

Microchips are commonly implanted into animals to reveal identification details when scanned and similar devices have been used with Alzheimers patients. (…)
But Dr Michael said the technology behind uberveillance would eventually lead to a black box small enough to fit on a tiny microchip and implanted in our bodies. (…)

"This black box will then be a witness to our actual movements, words - perhaps even our thoughts --and play a similar role to the black box placed in an aircraft," he said. (…)

(…)

A protest against microchip implants planned for Alzheimers patients in Florida. (AAP)


Read full article


Read full article


– –

Read full article:

Human-Chipping Presentation, March, Prayer Vigil West Palm Beach, Florida, spychips.com, 12.05.2007,

http://www.spychips.com/slideshow-may12/index.html
De projecten betroffen gewelddadige, soms dodelijke, onwetmatige experimenten op duizenden
nietsvermoedende burgers in strijd met alle ethische normen en principiële burgerrechten.

Welcome to the Neurohybridisation

Scan: Image: http://www.wanttoknow.nl/wp-content/uploads/mind-control2.jpg in GuidoJ., Geheime-
Genootschappen: Mind Control, een schandvlek op het menselijk ras... WantToKnow.nl, 30.05.2010, <
http://www.wanttoknow.nl/overige/mind-control-een-schandvlek-op-het-menselijk-ras/ >. NB! google
translate, Dutch – English, http://translate.google.co.uk/?hl=en#en

Welkom in Neurohybridisatie!

Digitale Agenda: eenvoudige smartphones en afstandsbedieningen maken het leven van ouderen en
gehandicapten thuis gemakkelijker, EUROPA Press Release RAPID, Reference: IP/11/11, europa.eu,

Quote: (...) I2HOME is getest in dagverzorgingscentra en huiselijke omgevingen op vier proeflocaties in
Tsjechië, Duitsland, Spanje en Zweden. Meer dan 100 organisaties en bedrijven in Europa maken al gebruik
van de I2HOME-technologie.

Andere toepassingen van deze technologie worden gebruikt in het door de EU gefinancierde BrainAble-
project, dat er ook op gericht is personen met een handicap te helpen door de directe en indirecte
interactie met apparaten te verbeteren. Dit wordt gedaan met behulp van hersensensoren die gevoelens als
verveling, verwarring, frustratie of overaanbod aan informatie kunnen meten. (...)
I2HOME is gefinancierd uit hoofde van het zesde kaderprogramma voor onderzoek van de EU. De EU trok voor I2HOME 2,7 miljoen euro uit. (…)

Read full article:

NB!

Google Translate, Dutch – English,
http://translate.google.co.uk/?hl=en#nl|en|

===   ===

SkyWatch Canada, Reconciliation Act H.R.4872 Brings Microchipping to America, Infowars.com, 30.03.2010,

Quote: (…) So basically this bill creates a National Database of any type of data deemed appropriate by the executive branch of the US Federal Government. This could literally be anything. This could include anything you might have expected to find in an East German Stasi file. All of this data will then be linked to a "Class II implantable device" under your skin. There you have it, just like Lindsey Williams warned us. (…)

Read full article:

See also in WE THE PEOPLE WILL NOT BE CHIPPED, wethepeoplewillnotbechipped.com:

citizen_smith, Reconciliation Act H.R.4872 Brings Microchipping to America, WE THE PEOPLE WILL NOT BE CHIPPED, wethepeoplewillnotbechipped.com, 31.03.2010,

Read full article:

===   ===

Quote: <…> Links, Rechts… Centrum… Allemaal bullshit. Het is het vertrouwen in politiek in het algemeen dat weg is. (gooi daar maar het vertrouwen in het algemeen bij, ja) Waarom? <…>


<…> Wat eigenlijk heeft gefaald in het gehele verhaal IS DE MENS. <…>.

Read full article:

NB!

Google Translate, Dutch – English,
http://translate.google.co.uk/?hl=en#ni/en


Quote: (<…) There is no light in the eyes. It feels like I’m being stared at by a corpse.
This is the android double of Dr. Hiroshi Ishiguro, his geminoid. ( … )

What is it that makes a human seem like a being? Where does personality live? What do we do that allows us to seem like ourselves? (…)

Read full article:
http://www.hplusmagazine.com/editors-blog/we-robot

Demente bejaarden gechipt, De Telegraaf, telegraaf.nl, 4.01.2011, <

Quote: (…) Beide organisaties kijken met interesse naar plannen in België om zogenaamde ‘risicobejaarden’ snel te voorzien van zo’n chip, in bijvoorbeeld een bh-bandje of broekriem. Het systeem bestaat al in enkele Scandinavische landen. (…)

Read full article:

NB!

Google Translate, Dutch – English,

Quote: (...) An intensive study into the possible achievements of robots has allowed scientists to surmise there will be an amalgamation between humans and robots. Antonio Lopez Palaez, co-author of the research and a Professor of Sociology at Spain’s National Distance Learning University said, “Just as we depend on mobile phones and cars in our daily lives, the next 15 years will see mass hybridization between humans and robots.” (...)


Richard Gray, Computers that read minds are being developed by Intel, Telegraph.co.uk, 22.08.2010, <http://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/news/7957664/Computers-that-read-minds-are-being-developed-by-Intel.html>.

Quote: Unlike current brain-controlled computers, which require users to imagine making physical movements to control a cursor on a screen, the new technology will be capable of directly interpreting words as they are thought.

Intel’s scientists are creating detailed maps of the activity in the brain for individual words which can then be matched against the brain activity of someone using the computer, allowing the machine to determine the word they are thinking.
"We are currently mapping out the activity that an average brain produces when thinking about different words. It means you’ll be able to write letters, open emails or do Google searches just by thinking".

But as brain scanning technology becomes more sophisticated the computer’s ability to distinguish thoughts will improve.

Read full article:


---


Quote: (…) Met een robot een mens besturen, het kan in Japan. (…)

Hoe was dat, op afstand bestuurd worden?


Read full article:

http://www.bright.nl/robot-bestuurt-mens

NB!

Google Translate, Dutch – English,

Quote: <...> Humans and machines could be one step closer to merging thanks to a new transistor controlled by the molecule that powers biological cells. <...>

“Our devices make a bridge between the biological world and the electronic world,” said Aleksandr Noy, who developed the transistor along with colleagues at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories in California. “In effect, we made a biological protein talk directly with a nanoelectronic circuit.” <...>

Getting a biological molecule to control the electric current in a transistor is a first step toward computers that would interface directly with the brain, Noy told TechNewsDaily. <...>

Read full article:

http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/37238504/ns/technology_and_science-innovation/


Quote: (…) Magnetic fields targeting the moral center of the brain could scramble our sense of right and wrong. (…)

THE GIST:

Strong magnetic fields could affect moral judgment.

Targeted magnetic fields can make people more inclined to judge outcomes, not intentions. (…)

---

---
"It’s one thing to ‘know’ that we’ll find morality in the brain,” said Liane Young, a scientist at MIT and co-author of the article. “It’s another to ‘knock out’ that brain area and change people’s moral judgments.”

Read full article:


---


Quote: "… Door allerlei maatregelen trachten diverse personen en groepen hun inkomen of de kapitaalwaarde van hun middelen, d.w.z. de ruilwaarde van hun middelen en de diensten die deze leveren veilig te stellen tegen (neerwaartse) fluctuaties. Wat men sociaal – economische politiek noemt, is in vele gevallen niet meer dan dat. Maar als dat zo is, dan hebben we te maken met tirannie in de zin van Spinoza's klassieke definitie als de poging te controleren wat niet kan gecontroleerd worden : de fluctuaties in de ruilwaarde zijn het effect van het feit dat mensen oordelen ( al kunnen ze natuurlijk ook resulteren uit fysieke interventies in iemands domein ), en de oordeelsvrijheid is een metafysisch feit, dat buiten het actie-terrein van de wetgever ligt - het is onmogelijk om te weten en te
controleren wat andere mensen denken (en als het wel mogelijk zou zijn, dan zou een dergelijke "mind control" alleen maar betekenen dat bepaalde mensen als onafhankelijke morele subjecten verdwijnen, alhoewel hun lichaam blijft bestaan en bewegen, als een zombie, d.w.z. als een deel of annex van het lichaam van de mind controller). < ... >

Read full article:

pdf, p.211-212,


NB!

Google Translate, Dutch – English,

http://translate.google.co.uk/?hl=en#nl|en|

===     ===

Mike Lafferty, MIND CONTROL, The Columbus Dispatch, dispatch.com, 3.04.2007, <

Quote: < ... > Donoghue bypassed the dizzying complexity of the nervous system by trying to connect the billions of neuron cells in the brain to a computer. < ... >

(...) SCAN: Image:
http://www.dispatch.com/wwwexportcontent/sites/dispatch/images/apr/0403_SCIBRAIN_grafic_en_04-03-07_D7_VC6821K.jpg in

< ... > He created a computer chip one-sixteenth of an inch wide and studded it with 96 electrodes that he
attaches to an area in the brain, called the motor cortex, just above the ear. The chip picks up an incredible amount of electrical activity that crisscrosses the brain and controls everything from visual recognition and thought to vocalization and motor skills.

"The cells are like broadcast towers," Donoghue said.

And the chips are like radio stations that pick up the signals.

Read full article:


---


Quote: (...) De wetenschappers hopen dat dergelijke robots bijvoorbeeld invaliden kunnen helpen met huishoudelijke taken, maar het staat buiten kijf dat ook het Pentagon ontwikkelingen op dit gebied met grote interesse volgt. (...)

Read full article:

http://tweakers.net/nieuws/45633/menselijke-robot-bestuurd-via-hersenen.html

NB!

Google Translate, Dutch – English,

http://translate.google.co.uk/?hl=en#ni|en

---


Quote: (...) Het einddoel zijn volwaardige en krachtige apparaten die de mens koppelen aan machines, zoals muis en toetsenbord een computer aansturen. ‘Met deze realisatie lijkt een oude droom werkelijkheid te worden’, zeggen Wyns en Devlaminck. ‘Sinds de uitvinding van de microchip fantaseert de mens over zogenaamde cyborgs, een samensmelting tussen mens en machine. Wat toen nog sciencefiction was, lijkt almaar meer tot de mogelijkheden te behoren.’ (...)
Ook zij maken net als Leuven gebruik van een ‘badmuts’. Bij hen zitten er 32 elektrodes in verwerkt die de hersenactiviteit meten en analyseren. (...) 

Het team in Leuven is sterker gericht op medische toepassingen terwijl wij meer gericht zijn op het op punt stellen van interfaces tussen hersenen en apparaten, waarna het aan anderen is om er commercieel interessante toepassingen mee te maken.’ (...) 

Read full article:


http://www.nieuwsblad.be/Article/PrintArticle.aspx?articleId=012N1VV7

NB!

Google Translate, Dutch – English,

http://translate.google.co.uk/?hl=en#nl|en|

===   ===


Quote: (__) ‘Man does not have the right to develop his own mind. This kind of liberal orientation has great appeal. We must electrically control the brain. Some day armies and generals will be controlled by electric stimulation of the brain.’ ~ U.S. government mind manipulator, Dr. Jose Delgado, Congressional Record, No. 262E, Vol. 118, 1974. (__)

BRICE TAYLOR’S ORDEAL

Another book, Brice Taylor’s Starshine: One Woman’s Valiant Escape from Mind Control, corroborates Cathy O’Brien’s and K. Sullivan’s experiences. Even though it’s a fictionalized account, the book clearly indicates that major crimes have been - and are being - committed by the major players of the world’s power elites.

Brice Taylor was also a “presidential model”, and in a recent interview she went into intimate details of her many experiences with politicians promoting the New World Order.

“What being a presidential model means,” she explained, “is that your program is to have sex with presidents; and I did overhear this, that different politicians were encouraged to use CIA escorts for sex, so they wouldn’t be in a vulnerable position if they ever disclosed any national security secrets
to anyone on the outside, or for blackmail."

And how would she characterize this so-called New World Order?

"It is an attempt to bring in a One World Government in which elite families have things the way they want. Their belief was that the planet was overpopulated and that something had to be done: psychological and biological warfare. They considered mind control as a tool, their ace in the hole, something really different that would act as an invisible weapon." (...) 

Watch this video:


Read full article:

Brice Taylor (Sue Ford),
http://www.whale.to/h/taylor.html

===    ===

Warning over 'surveillance state', BBC NEWS, news.bbc.co.uk, 6.02.2009, <

Quote: ( … ) Electronic surveillance and collection of personal data are "pervasive" in British society
and threaten to undermine democracy, peers have warned.

CCTV cameras and the DNA database were two examples of threats to privacy, the Lords constitution
committee said. ( … )

Civil liberties campaigners have warned about the risks of a "surveillance society" in which the state
acquires ever-greater powers to track people’s movements and retain personal data. (…)

"There can be no justification for this gradual but incessant creep towards every detail about us being
recorded and pored over by the state," committee chairman and Tory peer Lord Goodlad said. (…)

"The huge rise in surveillance and data collection by the state and other organisations risks
undermining the long-standing tradition of privacy and individual freedom which are vital for
democracy," Lord Goodlad added. (…)

Read full article:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/politics/7872425.stm

===   ===

Ali Rahimi, Ben Recht, Jason Taylor, Noah Vawter, On the Effectiveness of Aluminium Foil Helmets: An
research.net/arahimi/helmet/ >.

Quote: ( … ) Introduction

It has long been suspected that the government has been using satellites to read and control the minds
of certain citizens. The use of aluminum helmets has been a common guerrilla tactic against the
government’s invasive tactics ( … )
The helmets amplify frequency bands that coincide with those allocated to the US government between 1.2 Ghz and 1.4 Ghz. According to the FCC, these bands are supposedly reserved for "radio location" (i.e., GPS), and other communications with satellites (see, for example, [3]). The 2.6 Ghz band coincides with mobile phone technology. Though not affiliated by government, these bands are at the hands of multinational corporations.

It requires no stretch of the imagination to conclude that the current helmet craze is likely to have been propagated by the Government, possibly with the involvement of the FCC. We hope this report will encourage the paranoid community to develop improved helmet designs to avoid falling prey to these shortcomings.

Read full article:

http://berkeley.intel-research.net/arahimi/helmet/


Quote: (…) Schokkend nieuws. Onderzoek aan het MIT heeft uitgewezen dat de helm gemaakt van aluminiumfolie niet beschermt tegen mind control. 'Er bestaat al lang het vermoeden dat de overheid satellieten gebruikt om de gedachten van bepaalde burgers te lezen en te beïnvloeden. Het gebruik van
aluminium helmen is een veel voorkomende guerrillatactiek tegen deze invasie’, aldus de onderzoekers. (…)

Read full article:

http://www.bright.nl/folie_helpt_niet_tegen_mind_control

NB!

Google Translate, Dutch – English,

http://translate.google.co.uk/?hl=en#en|en|

=== ===


Quote: <…>

For years, armed forces and intelligence community researchers have toyed with ways of manipulating minds. During the Cold War, the CIA and the military allegedly plied the unwitting with dozens of psychoactive drugs, in a series of zany (and sometimes dangerous) mind-control experiments. More recently, the Pentagon’s most revered scientific advisory board warned in 2008 that adversaries could
develop enhancements to their “cognitive capabilities … and thus create a threat to national security.” The National Research Council and Defense Intelligence Agency followed suit, pushing for pharma-based tactics to weaken enemy forces. In recent months, the Pentagon has funded projects to optimize troop’s minds, prevent injuries, preemptively assess vulnerability to traumatic stress, and even conduct “remote control of brain activity using ultrasound.”

Read full article:


===   ===

marsboy683, Microwave Murder pt 4/10,


Watch this video:
Quote: <...> This letter is to ask for your help for the many constituents in the USA, Canada and other countries who are being affected unjustly without their informed consent by Psychotronic (or Mind Control, Electronic, Directed Energy, Neurological, Non-lethal) Weapons. Victims of Psychotronic Weapon detail the most extreme and totalitarian violations of human rights in human history, including the most horrendous incidences of psychological torture, mental and physical mutilations. Criminals place human subject under continuous surveillance, no matter where he/she is; they monitor human brain, including thoughts, reactions, motor commands, auditory events and visual images; they continuously alter consciousness, introduce voices, noises, other disturbances, commands, images and "dreams" into the brain; they directly abuse, torture and hit bodies - including performing advanced medical procedures - from remote locations. The technology they are using is so advanced that it allows the controller(s) to see through the eyes of the targeted individual, essentially seeing whatever the victim sees. These are some of symptoms of targeted individuals: 1). Microwave hearing and torture with intense loud electronic sounding noise  2). Visual disturbances, visual hallucinations 3). Manipulation of will, emotions, feelings, perceptions 4). Manipulation of human behavior: forced speech, involuntary body movements, transmission of specific commands into the subconscious, compulsory execution of these commands 5). Reading thoughts remotely, retrieving memories, implanting personalities 6). Debilitation of mental acuity, inability to concentrate, disruption of ability to think rationally and independently 7). Loss of memory and knowledge  8). Inadequate states, which targeted individuals have never experienced before (states of narcotic intoxication, depression, obsessive desires and so on) 9). Control of sleep patterns: sleep deprivation or uncontrollable sleep 10). Blurred vision 11). Cramps, seizures and spasms 12). Excruciating artificial pain in any part of the body, for example, heart attacks and other symptoms.

We have contacted police, Security/Intelligence Agencies, Courts and other Government institutions over and over and over again, but have had our appeals for assistance and protection almost completely ignored or suppressed. Government "doing nothing" in this situation is a form of sanctioning these horrendous fascist experiments with psyche on innocent and defenseless people, that is why Governments are responsible for these crimes. Governments must uphold the rule of National, International and Human Rights Law and protect citizens by these laws, instead we see the huge disconnect between their professed Principles and Values and the reality.

It is our responsibility to record and alert the world to these horrendous crimes and the extreme danger that these technologies pose to democracy, human rights, privacy, mental and physical freedom, health of all people. These are the most horrendous weapons and crimes imaginable, and the people, using them, are mass-murdering conspirators, pursuing fascist, totalitarian, fundamentalist schemes.

"Doctors Mengele", who started developing these techniques in concentration camps during World War II,
were brought over here from Europe after the war to continue their atrocities. MKULTRA was the first of these illegal and immoral experimenting with unwilling victims, we are the latest victims. THIS MUST STOP, and the people responsible exposed and brought to justice for these unspeakable crimes against humanity. We demand only that human rights are respected and the Government appoints a Committee to get to the bottom of this most serious matter. This gross violation of human rights must be investigated immediately.

This Psychotronic weapon may be used against spies, terrorists, criminals and so on only after decisions of courts (judges). “Random” use of it on innocent civilians without their informed consent must be banned. The laws must be approved, which stipulate death penalty for the use of this weapon on innocent people without their informed consent. < ... >

Read full article:

http://my.barackobama.com/page/community/post/galinakurdina/gGxZmb/commentary

http://my.barackobama.com/page/community/blog/galinakurdina

http://my.barackobama.com/page/community/post/galinakurdina/gGxZmb/commentary#comments

===   ===


Quote: ( ...) END MICROWAVE WEAPONS TESTING ON U.S. CITIZENS ( ... )

Screen, 8.12.2010, 9:22: Quote: ( ... )
Please help this go public by going to one of these websites,
personal websites & primary sites:
http://monarchtorture.org/
http://microwaveweapon.org
http://microwavemurder.org
http://www.marshallthomas.org
http://marshallgregorythomas.com
http://sites.google.com/site/microwavemurder/
https://sites.google.com/site/microwaveweapon/
http://monarchtorture.ihoststudio.com/

Read full article:

Watch this video:

---


Quote: (…) From bits of destroyed satellites to discarded booster rockets, thousands of pieces of space debris litter low-earth orbit. (…)
"The 2009 collision of an operational communications satellite with a defunct satellite illustrates the real risk space debris poses to both our manned and unmanned space missions," said John Morse, director of Lockheed Martin’s Space Fence program. "Space situational awareness is a national security priority and Space Fence will greatly enhance our ability to track and catalog orbiting objects which number in the tens of thousands." 

Read full article:

http://www.lockheedmartin.com/ms2/features/spacefence_012711.html

Watch this video:

HOW, Space Fence, Video, Lockheed Martin, lockheedmartin.com, 2010,

http://www.lockheedmartin.com/how/stories/spacefence_player.html


Quote: < _ _ > WEAPONS IN SPACE = HELL ON EARTH < _ _ >
New York, NY
From: Nydia Leaf: Here’s a photo of the action yesterday on 42nd Street where we distributed over 325 flyers. I will put one in the mail for you. Anne Gibbons made the orange poster. Tom Gogan and she were great helpers. < … >

Read full article:

Watch this video:


Quote: (…)

NOTA BENE!


Watch this video:

WELCOME TO THE NEUROHYBRIDISATION!

Quote: (...) It was a simple "yes!" or "no!" choice. (...

===   ===

NOTA BENE!: WELCOME TO THE NEUROHYBRIDISATION!

Quote: (…) I CAN'T STOP THINKING! (…)

SCAN: Image: http://t0.gstatic.com/images?q=tbn:ANd9GcRzc2uOF1BmfI5WigKYL7XyyC8XPZ8Jf0U8ClDwAbYPoZaGp7TeA in Google.com, Image, STOP, <http://www.google.com/images?q=tbn:ANd9GcRzc2uOF1BmfI5WigKYL7XyyC8XPZ8Jf0U8ClDwAbYPoZaGp7TeA>. (…)

--

NOTA BENE!: WELCOME TO THE NEUROHYBRIDISATION!

Quote: (…)
WELCOME TO THE NEUROHYBRIDISATION

NOTA BENE!


NB! Google Translate, Dutch – English, <http://translate.google.co.uk/?hl=en#nl|en|>

See also: WELCOME TO THE MIND READING HELL!, March 20, 2010.

See also: CIVILIAN PETITIONS, June 15, 2010,

Britta van Beers, MENSELJKE MAAKBAARHEID, MENSELJKE WAARDIGHEID EN DE MENSENRECHTEN. Over de maakbare mens en conflictierende interpretatie van de menselijke waardigheid, Nederlands Tijdschrift voor de

Quote: p. 1004

(…) Het verschil in benadering is te herleiden tot een interpretatiestrijd over de menselijke waardigheid, waarbinnen twee verschillende dimensies van het beginsel worden belicht. In de eerste benadering wordt de menselijke waardigheid in verband gebracht met waarden als autonomie, zelfbeschikking en persoonlijke ontblooiing. Men kan in dat verband spreken van een subjectieve uitleg van de menselijke waardigheid, of menselijke waardigheid in haar individuele dimensie. Volgens de tweede interpretatie daarentegen, vormt de menselijke waardigheid vooral een beginsel dat bescherming biedt tegen dehumaniserende praktijken, zelfs als deze dehumaniserende behandeling niet als zodanig door het individu in kwestie wordt ervaren. De grenzen die in dergelijke gevallen aan de beschikkingsvrijheid en de uitoefening van vrijheidsrechten worden gesteld, gaan terug op een collectief mensbeeld. Het is binnen deze dimensie dat de menselijke waardigheid meer betekent dan uitsluitend respect voor een ieders grondrechten of respect voor zelfbeschikking.

Deze tweede, objectieve uitleg van de menselijke waardigheid, ook wel waardigheid in haar collectieve dimensie genoemd, is normaliter goed te verenigen met de lezing van menselijke waardigheid als respect voor zelfbeschikking. Zo kan folterverbod tot beide interpretaties van de menselijke waardigheid worden herleid: folteren is zowel flagrant in strijd met het respect voor de vrije wil van de gefolterde als vergaande inbreuk op het verbod om mensen tot louter object of instrument te maken. (…)

Read full article:

http://www.njcm.nl/site/bulletins/bulletin_info

NB! Google Translate, Dutch - English, http://translate.google.co.uk/?hl=en# nl|en

===    ===

18.09.2011:

NOTA BENE!

Verein gegen den Missbrauch psychophysischer Waffen e.V.
Association against the abuse of psychophysical weapons,


Quote: (…) The demonstration of European and German victims in the German cities of Ettlingen and
Karlsruhe on 16th and 17th May 2011 (…)


Read full article:


***

**STOP TORTURE NOW!**

**PLEASE HELP THE VICTIMS!**

Thank you!

Yours sincerely.

---

**June 15, 2010**
STOP TORTURE NOW! PLEASE HELP THE VICTIMS!

On the Road to Freedom: Welcome to the Future of Humans!

ATTACK AGAINST CIVILIAN POPULATION!

Dear @Sir, @Madam,

More on the story can be found here:


Quote: <...> But now, new ideas and products are offering revolutionary ways for people to interact with their computers. In the tradition of squeezing the most out of machines in the least amount of time, the mouse and even the keyboard might someday come to be relics of a slower, bygone era.

Here are five emerging technologies likely to shake up how we get computers to follow our commands. <...>

p.5, Quote: <...> Multi-touch

Rather than pointing with a mouse or laptop touchpad and then double-clicking on an icon or dragging a scroll bar, for instance, "multi-touch" lets users input complex commands with simple finger gestures. A well-known example is the "pinching" of an Apple iPhone screen with two fingers to zoom, or a two-fingered "swipe" to go through Web pages. <...>

p.4, Quote: <...> Gesture sensing

Beyond motion sensing, which a mouse rolling on its trackball already does handily, or iPhone pinching, gesture sensing can allow movement in three dimensions. <...>

p.3, Quote: <...> Voice recognition
Instead of interfacing with a point-and-click mouse and a keyboard, what if we just spoke to our computers?

The concept of voice recognition as an interface has been around for decades and a number of software products are currently available. Many of these act as transcriptionists - a handy feature given that people can speak words about three times faster than they can type them, according to Nuance, a Massachusetts-based company that makes Dragon NaturallySpeaking.

Eye-tracking

Since we are looking at what we want to click, why not harness the power of our gaze?

So-called eye tracking relies on a high-resolution camera and an invisible infrared light source to detect where a user is looking.

Brain-computer interfaces

Think it, and the computer will do it. This ultimate melding of mind-and-machine is closer than you might suppose, yet will have to overcome some potential show-stoppers before ever becoming fast enough or commonplace.

Known as a brain-computer interface (BCI), the method translates the electrical impulses of neurons to actions on a computer screen or mechanical device.

Read full article:


Cheryl Welsh <http://mindjustice.org/index.htm> in:

simonxhayes, Mind Control, youtube.com, 28 april 2007, <http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R7apZl_l0A>

Watch this video:

PLEASE HELP THE VICTIMS!

Cheryl Welsh, Mind Justice, mindjustice.org, November 2010,

http://mindjustice.org/contact.htm

http://mindjustice.org/index.htm

Quote: <…> Links to specific articles <…>

Articles

1. **Means of Information War Threaten Democracy and Mankind** by Mojmir Babacek
2. **Mind Games** by Sharon Weinberger, Washington Post (contains a small amount of misinformation)
3. **US Electromagnetic Weapons and Human Rights** by Peter Phillips, Lew Brown and Bridget Thornton
4. **Mind Control: The Ultimate Brave New World** by Nick Begich
5. **New Instruments of Surveillance and Social Control: Wireless Technologies which Target the Neuronal Functioning of the Brain** by Kingsley Dennis
6. **On the Possibility of Directly Accessing Every Human Brain** by M.A. Persinger
7. **U.S. Human Rights Abuse Report** by Cheryl Welsh

<…>

Read full article:

<http://slavery.org.uk/articles.htm>

http://spaceweapons.tripod.com/Letter_To_Victims.htm

http://spaceweapons.tripod.com/

Watch this video:


Quote: < ... > RFID in Fashion 2008 Conference – Fashion Institute of Technology, NYC, August 2008

Press Release: Protest Today Against RFID in Clothing and Shoes: RFID WHERE? You’d better look at your shoes, socks and underwear!

Video: Television News Report from NTDTV < ... >

Quote: <…> HUMAN-CHIPPING PROTEST AND PRAYER VIGIL WEST PALM BEACH, FLORIDA SATURDAY, MAY 12, 2007 <…>
Quote: THE PETITION
We are presenting you evidence that technical means enabling remote control of human organisms are available to many modern governments. The Russian Federation and the European Parliament have already proposed the ban of the use of such means. However there is no evidence, in the public domain, of their existence except for sound and light technologies. In the bill proposed by Dennis J. Kucinich in the U.S. House of Representatives following physical fields enabling access to human organisms and human minds are named: "land-based, sea-based or space-based systems using radiation, electromagnetic, psychotronic, sonic, laser or other energies directed at individual persons or targeted populations for the purpose of information war, mood management or mind control of such persons or populations. We are presenting you evidence that electromagnetic technology enabling access to human brain is subjected to National Security Information law in the USA and technologies enabling access to human organisms and brains are subjected to the same law in the Russian Federation. Under such condition the mass media and the world general public can not get engaged in the ban of the use those technologies. In this way the concept of the world respecting human beings is being corrupt. For that matter we ask you to publish a document critisizing present situation in the world where you would call for enactment of laws, around the world, prohibiting remote control of functioning of human organisms and nervous systems in a verifiable manner. This would require organisation of governments’s laboratories capable to detect physical fields acting on human organisms and brains, aimed at individual citizens (or foreigners coming to those states for verification of their claims) as well as the whole populations. Those laboratories should publish detection of such signals and sources where they came from. In legislations all around the world the penalties for transmissions of such physical fields should be set.
(Full text of this petition with internet references to the documents used can be found at the address http://www.geocities.com/Cape/Canaveral/Campus/2289/webpage.htm)

DESIRED OUTCOME
The ban around the world of the manipulation of human organisms and brains by technical means

WHO WE NEED TO INFLUENCE
International Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies, Amnesty International and all the world’s governments. < ... >

Read full article:
http://www.geocities.com/Cape/Canaveral/Campus/2289/webpage.htm
THE PETITION

Many people are electronically harassed to the point of sickness and even death. Others have lost their jobs, family, money, and friends, due to some form of electronic harassment. Many victims claim the agencies of the U.S. are behind the harassment. Upon query, agencies fail to respond to claims by victims, leading victims to believe that certain government agencies are indeed either being infiltrated or behind the attacks.

Included within the genre of complaints are mind-control programs and their unapproved use on humans. The electronically controlled mind-control programs are causing pain to individuals and attempting to alter their otherwise God given right to pursue peace and happiness.

DESIRED OUTCOME

For the U.S. government and any other agency to cease and ban all mind-control programs, tracking and electronic harassment of humans; including but not limited to space and ground weaponry, non-lethal or lethal, any disturbance of electro-magnetic fields, any direct energy program, and any electronic frequency for use other than what it is intended. No such electronic device shall be used for the purpose of disturbing a human life and its right to pursue freedom and life.

WHO WE NEED TO INFLUENCE

U.S. Presidential Cabinet; The United States Air Force, Navy, The National Reconnaissance Office, and The National Security Agency; and any other agency, both private and government.

Read full article:

http://www.petitionthem.com/?sect=detail&pet=1013

http://www.indymedia.org/pt/2004/05/853840.shtml

---

Kuango, Expose and End Bio-Electro-Weapons Torture, la.indymedia.org, Apr. 03, 2006, <

http://la.indymedia.org/news/2006/04/152729.php >, <

Torture is being done with remote bio-electro-weapons in the United States and many other countries. This crime against humanity needs to end.

There is a silent war happening in the United States. Activist, Women, people of color and many other people are experiencing vicious assaults with lethal pulsed-radiation weaponry that causes injuries, chronic illness. Causing slow-kill injuries such as cancer, Alzheimers-type brain damage, etc. as well as fast kill injuries stroke, aneurysm, heart attack, etc. This silent war is also happening in no only in the USA but in many other countries as well. This is also known as “Electronic Harassment” if you do a google search you will find more information.

"Radiation Attacks on people’s bodies is more than harrassment. So we must call what the WAR CRIMINALS, themselves call it: “SLOW-KILL”-TORTURE-MURDER!” (Lynn Surgalla)

Educate yourself about these very lethal weapons which do endanger our democracy and freedom in every way. People are silently murdered and it is made to look like death by natural causes. When the real cause is lethal pulsed-radiation weaponry.

"In October 2000, Congressman Denis J. Kucinich introduced in the House of Representatives a bill, concerning these weapons. In this bill, the definition of a weapons system included: “any other unacknowledged or as yet undeveloped means inflicting death or injury on, or damaging or destroying, a person (or the biological life, bodily health, mental health, or physical and economic well-being of a person) through the use of land-based, sea-based, or space-based systems using radiation, electromagnetic, psychotronic, sonic, laser, or other energies directed at individual persons or targeted populations for the purpose of information war, mood management, or mind control of such persons or populations. As in all legislative acts quoted in this article, the bill pertains to sound, light or electromagnetic stimulation of the human brain.” (Mojmir Babacek Electromagnetic and Informational Weapons)

"[The European Parliament] calls for an international convention introducing a global ban on all developments and deployments of weapons which might enable any form of manipulation of human beings” (Christians Against Mental Slavery)

There is a petition to Expose and End Electronic Weapons Torture sign it and spread the word. Its up to us to care about our democracy to get this exposed and ended or face a system of repression and oppression that will destroy freedom for generations to come. Right now musicians, activist, ordinary people who have never gone to a protest, working men and women, children are complaining of torture with these weapons not only in the United States but in all the NATO countries. Several States have laws on the books regarding “Electronic Weapons” There is no enforcing of those laws currently. These weapons and the misuse of them need to be on the table of open discussion. The fact that these weapons not only...
exist they are a matter of public record. One example of beams and sounds being directed at a person and singling them out: this mentioned in the Mkultra hearings of 1977 Senator Schweiker asked Admiral Turner about Mkultra subproject 54 which involved techniques to cause brain concussions and amnesia by using sound waves. This research did not end it continues.

"It took the Nazi Rogue Regime 12 years (1933-1945) to perfect the deadly design of the Holocaust. In order to assure their success of genocide, the Nazis created a powerful system of propaganda to mold and manipulate people’s beliefs. However, it was people’s apathy, indifference, and in many cases approval that allowed the Nazi’s plan of genocide to come to its full fruition.” (Kemeka Phillips: Triangles, Badges & Stars: Remembering the Mosaic of Victims of the Holocaust)

Right now any victim of torture with bio-electro-weapon who dares to tell the truth about what is happening to them is in danger and vicious attacks are intensified. They are subject to the most vicious slander and discrediting. Right now there is tremendous fear of retaliation on the part of many human right agencies that could help those who are victims of torture with lethal pulsed-radiation weaponry, because of fear they will not help expose and end this torture. Computers are also remotely tampered with. Lethal pulsed-radiation weaponry directed at electronic equipment damages circuits even if the electronic equipment is turned off that is one of the reasons the military prefers these weapons. The worst damage of all is the damage to children, women and men, and all life on this planet.

Clarification: "Activist are being subjected to covert slow-kill pulsed-radiation weapons assaults rather than an experiment and the larger population is being slow-fried with weapons signals piggybacked on the energy grid with other electromagnetic weapons for purposes of “remote influencing.”(Lynn Surgalla Former Vice President United States Psychtronics Association).

< ... >

Read full article:


http://la.indymedia.org/news/2006/04/152729_comment.php#163073

Read full article:

http://www.peoplezapper.com/?p=6

http://www.indymedia.org.uk/en/2006/03/335824.html?c=on#c147270


*** ***

Quote: < … > Petition Text

Ban Electronic Harassment and Chemical Bombing Inside of Private Homes

Good Morning Mr. President:

Electronic Harassment and Chemical Bombing inside of private homes are unpunished crimes that are being overlooked by the authorities.

Therefore, on behalf of the targeted individuals community, I am asking you to ban the misuse of those weapons by criminals against innocent civilians.

FACTS: In my case I have been the victim of chemical bombing since 2006. In December of 2007 I ended up in the emergency room with serious liver damage and totally dehydrated as a result of smelling muriatic acid in my home.

Among these poisonous chemicals I detect are: insecticide, chlorine, carbon monoxide, gasoline, acetone, plastic, paint remover and at least five others I never smell before in my life and are extremely strong. This condition has forced me to spend four winters in the cold with my windows opened. Smelling poisonous chemicals damage internal vital organs.

Not being enough with that, since 2007 I have been subjected to electronic harassment causing sleep deprivation and debilitating my body to the point that is very hard for me to function. Sleep deprivation with electronic sounds and radiation causes damages to the neurological system, the skin and also vital internal organs.

MOTIVE: I am a single woman who was the subject to different abuses and crimes at the place of employment and in my home. Therefore, since 1996 government agencies and even the police highly advised me to go to court and I did so.

Because all of my court cases have merits and pose a threat to the defendants, I was told even by police officers that it was the people I am suing doing this to me. There were a lot of break ins and my documents stolen, and personal things stolen, my mail tampered and even my food poisoned.

I ended up in the emergency room at least four times with food poisoning since 2004. I was forced to buy surveillance cameras connected to the Internet in order to solve that problem.
However, the electronic harassment with radiation, pulse waves and the chemical bombing inside civilians private dwellings cannot be controlled with surveillance cameras. So, it is indeed the perfect crime, since both assaults are invisible and executed by remote control.

Throughout my research regarding the issues of harassment and torture with electronic weapons and invasion with chemicals, it explains that victims are usually innocent individuals who can be targeted by organized hate groups aiming especially against a civilian who went to the police or to court for assistance.

Therefore, these activities constitute hate crimes and they should be banned and penalized (Please take a few minutes to watch the video). Furthermore, this serious injustice is happening worldwide and we, the victims, feel it is time to make this matter publicized throughout the media because many people do not believe it is happening.

Thank you, Mr. president, in anticipation for your urgent and very important attention to this sinister, inhuman crime.

Respectfully Submitted,

Silvia Teresa Osorio

Watch this video:

Stories of Organized Stalking and Electronic Harassment,

Quote: This video documents the experiences of several organized stalking and electronic harassment victims.

Watch this video:

http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=6143262532025920585&hl=en#

Read full article:

http://criminaljustice.change.org/petitions/view/ban_electronic_harassment_and_chemical_bombing_in_private_homes

Andi, Send your case summery and/or Petition to politicians – Senden Sie Ihren Fall und/oder eine Petition an Politiker, mindcontrol.twoday.net, 5.08.2007, <http://mindcontrol.twoday.net/stories/4138585/>.
Quote: <…> To all TI's and readers of this website – please send your case summary and/or Petition to end mind control and electronic harassment to the following politicians – every support is important.

An alle TI's und Leser dieser Webseite – bitte senden Sie ihren Fall und/oder eine Petition zum Bann von mind control und elektronischer Verfolgung an die folgenden Politiker. Schreiben Sie bitte auch dazu unter welchen Webseiten man Information erhält – jedes Unterstützungsschreiben zählt! <…>

Read full article:

http://mindcontrol.twoday.net/stories/4138585/

NB!:

Google Translate German – English,

http://translate.google.co.uk/?hl=en#de|en|

===   ===


Quote: <…> I’m targeted by the electromagnetic, microwave and diret energy weapons. British government torturing me on my dilay basic life by the electromagnetic, microwave and direct energy weapon. We need stop E/M harassment. We want stop microwave weapons. We want to stop direct energy weapons. <…>

Read full article:

http://petitions.number10.gov.uk/EMweapons/

http://petitions.number10.gov.uk/EMweapons/#detail

===   ===


Quote: <…> There are more than 1500 victims who are suffering terribly from Mind Control Weapons and Electromagnetic weapons torture and harassment. I wish to get 10000 comments as surpporting voices which may urge government to take immediate actions to search torturers; catch torturers and sentence torturers according to law.

It will be much appreciated for your continuing help to let more people to know my blog and know our
Online Petitions
Here are some online Petitions of stopping Mind Control Weapons and Directed Energy Weapons torturing and harassing. Please make an effort! Please forward to your friends!

http://soleilmavis.spaces.live.com/blog/cns!9B6CD1D7F6F8F4111940.entry

Mass Petitions—Europe
http://soleilmavis.spaces.live.com/blog/cns!9B6CD1D7F6F8F4111925.entry

Mass Petitions—Europe and China
http://soleilmavis.spaces.live.com/blog/cns!9B6CD1D7F6F8F4111914.entry

Mass Petitions—United States
http://soleilmavis.spaces.live.com/blog/cns!9B6CD1D7F6F8F4111901.entry

Mass Petitions—United Nations
http://soleilmavis.spaces.live.com/blog/cns!9B6CD1D7F6F8F4111903.entry

Mass Petitions—INTERPOL and other Police Office
http://soleilmavis.spaces.live.com/blog/cns!9B6CD1D7F6F8F4111912.entry

Read full article:
http://soleilmavis.blogspot.com/2007/03/welcome-to-my-blog.html

Soleilmavis, Online petitions to stop mind control abuse and torture, December 10, 2008,
http://peacepink.ning.com/forum/topics/online-petitions-to-stop-mind

PETITION TO THE INTERNATIONAL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL, mindcontrol.twoday.net,
Ladies and Gentlemen

We, the undersigned organisations and individuals, urge you to pay attention to our following argumentation.

While there exists a massive indirect evidence that technical means enabling remote control of human nervous system are available to many modern governments and the ban of the use of such means is a matter of international negotiations (as you can see from attached documents), there is no direct evidence of the existence of the means enabling remote control of human nervous system which would allow the mass media and world general public to get engaged in the ban of the use of such means. However we are presenting you, in the attachments, evidence that those means are subject to National Security Information laws at least in the United States of America and the Russian Federation. Evidently such situation creates opportunity for any government which owns such means to use it against individuals without giving them any chance of legal defense. In this way the concept of democracy and the prospect of the democratic world is becoming corrupt. We are aware that many individuals addressed your organisation with requests for help which you have denied to them claiming that the sole affaire you are concerned with, according to your statutes, are prisoners of conscience. Let us quote from the book of the first in history promoter of abuse of human rights based on the manipulation of human nervous system:

"In the past the individual could face risks and pressures with preservation of his own identity. His body could be tortured, his thoughts and desires could be challenged by bribes, by emotions, and by public opinion, and his behavior could be influenced by environmental circumstances, but he allways had the privilege of deciding his own fate, of dying for an ideal without changing his mind..New neurological technology, however, has a refined efficiency. The individual is defenseless against direct manipulation of the brain..." (Jose Delgado, 1969, neurophysiologist at the Yale University, from the book "Physical Control of the Mind, Toward a Psychocivilized Society").

Could you not understand from this text that perhaps the statutes of your organisation are not up to date with the technological advances of this world?

All the same we read in the statutes of your organisation that "Amnesty International’s mission is to undertake research and action focused on preventing and ending grave abuses of the rights to physical and mental integrity, freedom of conscience and expression, and freedom from discrimination..." Many of the undersigned consider themselves to be exposed to this kind of human rights abuses, though they have no technical means available to be able to prove it.

As well we read in your statutes that the "functions of the International Executive Committee are to take international decisions on behalf of AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL...to make any necessary adjustments to the
Integrated Strategic Plan and other decisions of the International Council...” and “to ensure compliance with the Statute”.

Therefore we strongly believe that, according to your statutes, your organisation is capable to defend human rights even in the changing modern world. We are aware that having no evidence you can not take direct action on anyone’s behalf (unless you get engaged in the research of methods of detecting the signals used for the remote manipulation of human brain). Attached we are mailing you the article suggesting that those technologies were used by Israelis against Palestinians. Perhaps your organisation could find among Palestinians people who would testify about the use of means of remote manipulation of human nervous system against them.

Even if you do not succeed in finding such Palestinians, we are aware that your simple decision, in capacity of the only respectable organisation defending human rights in the world, to pay attention to this kind of human rights abuse would create in the world a new situation which could potentially lead even to the creation of an Amnesty International’s structure or special section engaged in this kind of research and guaranteeing human rights against their possible abuse by technological means or to the formation of similar structures within the government structures around the world (available to foreigners).

That such an action is urgent we conclude from our own research into the growing numbers of people claiming that they have become victims of mind control manipulations particularly in the United States of America (with the population of 293 millions of inhabitants) and Japan. According to our counting only in the past ten months the number of Americans claiming that their minds, feelings and bodily functions are being manipulated (on three English-speaking internet lists) grew by 219, from 494 to 713. In Japan, with the population of 127 millions the number of such people, during the same period of time grew by 66, from 134 to 200 (the counting was performed by Japanese organisation representing those people). If you wish, we can prove to you those numbers. This growth should be perceived, in our understanding, as a threat to world democracy.

In the United States in October 2000 was introduced a bill proposing, among others, the ban of deployment of “mind control” weapons in the space (see the attachment). The bill did not pass. If such weapons are deployed in the space they can be used for the manipulation of nervous functions of whole populations and this would definitively mean an unprecedented, massive, human rights abuse.

Let us add that in underdeveloped countries of the world the numbers of people complaining that the functioning of their nervous system is being remotely manipulated are negligible or none, compared to the Russian Federation and USA, which are best known for their mind control research, (as you can see from the attached statistics) – most probably in each of those two countries there are over 2000 people making such complaints.
We would greatly appreciate if you mentioned this problem in any of your published documents and possibly started working toward the creation of a special structure dedicated to the defense of human rights in this area. < _ >

Read full article:

http://mindcontrol.twoday.net/stories/637508/

=== ===


Quote: < _ > "I will Try everything I can to help people get remote voice to skull & other RF/EMF weapons removed from peoples lives but only if 10 other local people will do the same." < _ >

82 people signed up (72 over target) < _ >

More details

ANYONE BEING TARGETED WITH RF/EMF WEAPONS SHOULD HAVE THIS PROBLEM REMOVED. THE PROOF THAT IT IS HAPPENING TO A PERSON IS IN THEIR PHYSICAL HEALTH DETERIORATION AND INTENSE PAIN AND DOCTORS FIND NOTHING WRONG. THERE IS LOTS OF OTHER PROOF THAT THIS IS HAPPENING TO PEOPLE, SEE MCFORUM@YAHOOGROUPS.COM & MANY OTHER PSYCHOTRONIC WEAPON SITES.

PROOF OF THE DEVICE IS ALSO ON THE WEB. THERE ARE ABOUT 60,000 WEB SITES WHICH MENTION ELECTRONIC HARRASSMENT BY WEAPONS. EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT HAS CALLED FOR THE PASSING OF A RESOLUTION BANNING NON LETHAL WEAPONS. THEY SHOULD AT THE VERY LEAST BE BANNED FROM USE OUTSIDE WAR. IT IS THE VOICE TO SKULL DEVICES WHICH SHOULD BE BANNED IN ANY SITUATION. BEING TORTURED REMOTELY FOREVER IS EVIL. < _ >

Read full article:

http://www.en-gb.pledgebank.com/RFEMFWEAPONS

=== ===


Quote: < _ > Граждане проснитесь!
Вас превращают в рабов, биороботов, встаньте на защиту Ваших детей и внуков. Пора кончать с творящимся произволом и беззаконием, осуществляемым правительством с криминальными спецслужбами и
правоохранительными органами и установить законность и порядок в стране. Нужно срочно остановить тайную и необъявленную психотронную войну правительства со своим народом. Сегодня в стране власть все шире использует секретное оружие массового поражения психофизическое. Уникальность этого оружия ведет его в ранг абсолютного оружия, доступного для всех организованных структур в военное и мирное время, в индивидуальном и глобальном масштабах, открыто и скрыто и даже без осознания людьми самого факта нападения.

Методы психофизического воздействия на человека с использованием лучевого, радиочастотного, ультразвукового, инфразвукового, радиологического оружия, нейрокомпьютерной технологии использовались советским режимом в прошлом и продолжают использоваться в настоящее время спецслужбами, криминальными структурами, сетью деструктивных культов как методы: манипулирования сознанием и поведением вплоть до полной замены личности; снижение интеллекта и творческих возможностей; ухудшения здоровья на генетическом (в том числе этническом) воздействия на органы человеческого тела и управление работой всего организма человека.

Широкомасштабное преднамеренное воздействие на население ведется комплексно, кроме техногенных средств применяются химические вещества, запрещенные международной конвенцией, газы, психотропные, наркотики, наркотические и биологические препараты.

Особую опасность представляют применяемые направленные радиочастотные поля в современных жилых помещениях, поскольку при многократном отражении электромагнитных волн от железобетонного каркаса зданий создается эффект объемного резонатора, поражающего всех живущих в доме жильцов.

В нашей стране в основном применяется «сетевой» метод психотронного воздействия на население, при этом мощность биоэнергетического генератора через систему фильтров вводится в бытовые сети жилого здания (освещение, телефон, антenna коллективного пользования, радио сеть, охранная сигнализация т. п.).

Предимущество такого способа – создание высокочастотное радиополе внутри здания – энергетическая, экономическая рациональность и скрытность. Добавляя в питьевую воду различные типы наркотиков, которые в сочетании с электромагнитным полем внутри помещения усиливают психотронное воздействие на людей, мы имеем умывающее государство, состоящее из людей, у которых полностью нарушена иммунная система (БИЧ-заболевания) и подавлена воля. Такие люди и нужны правительству, которое очень боится своего народа. Кроме криминальных силовых структур, на службе у нашего правительства есть еще криминальная психиатрия, которая может на абсолютно здоровом человеке испытать все психотропные препараты и наркотики и сделать его полным идиотом, при этом не за что не отвечая. Наши психиадиспансеры и психиболионты являются полигонами для испытания психотропного и психотронного оружия.

За свои ли зарплату главные врачи таких заведений, как «институт Сербского, Ганушкина, Кашенко» разъезжая по иномаркам, кто им платит за уничтожение народа нашей страны? . Облучение граждан ведется по электрическим, телефонным, радио, тепло и водопроводным сетям, арматуру в стенах, охранным сетям, через коллективные ТВ-антены, а также с использованием передвижных и авиакосмических средств.

Государственная пожарная инспекция в угоду спецслужбам замалчивает тот факт, что использование бытовых электросетей для ввода высокочастотной составляющей является причиной пожаров в жилых домах, а взрывы газа в квартирах – результат подключения ультразвуковых генераторов к газовым и водопроводным трубам.
Бесконтрольное применение этого оружия в России в течение последних 15 лет поставило ее на грань демографической катастрофы. Сейчас смертность среди мужчин в возрасте до 45 лет в России в 5 раз выше, чем в европейских странах, а по онкологическим заболеваниям Россия вышла на одно из первых мест в мире. Создалось и модернизируется новое поколение психофизического оружия. Ради этого оружия уничтожается народ. Кого будет охранять наше министерство обороны, если из-за облучения народа, смертность в России достигла двух миллионов человек в год. Дети рождаются больными, в этот весенний набор некого было брать в армию. Мужчины по России доживают до 55 лет, в Москве средняя продолжительность жизни мужчин - 52 года, в Санкт-Петербурге - 54, посмотрите, кто лежит на кладбищах — одна молодежь. Россия — Страна вдов Но ни одна страна, кроме бывших республик СССР Белоруссии и Украины, не имеют такой демографической катастрофы.

Этим оружием можно делать «оклеещение» толпы в неблагоприятных ситуациях, путем создания у людей психофизиологического состояния типа невроза с преобладанием торможения, формирования чувства страха, неуверенности, подавленности, подталкивающих людей к разоблачениям, отказу от вредных идей и предложений, идеейной нейтрализации, переориентации в нужном направлении, сворачивание деятельности в стане противника и переходу в союзники.

Во время выборов на участках, где велика вероятность избрания нежелательного кандидата, создание у людей дискомфортного психофизического состояния с преобладанием торможения, формирование чувства страха, неуверенности, беспомощности, бесполезности, подавленности, активизации болезненных ощущений в целях удержания избирателей от голосования, срыва выборов и в результате в Государственную Думу можно привести одно «Единство».

Если те, кто стоит сейчас у власти думают, что это страшное оружие не коснется их самих и их семей, то они глубоко ошибаются. Уже сейчас с помощью этого оружия наделаем много странных дел — споили народ, пол страны сделали наркоманами, разбивают семьи — основу государства, сейчас бездомных детей в России больше, чем после войны, проводя опыты на не в чем не повинных людях, делают их бомжами, ребят делают голубыми, девочек превращают в проституток. С помощью этого оружия устроили «дедовщину» в армии, забили тюрьмы молодежью, т.к. применение этого оружия к человеку может толкнуть человека на любой неблаговидный поступок. < ... >

Read full article:

http://www.moscomeco.narod.ru/

NB!

Google Translate, Russian — English,

http://translate.google.co.uk/?hl=en#ru/en

== ==

Свидетель, Psychotronic Weapons/ Психотронное оружие!, 19.05.2005, aing.ru, <
Что бы вы сказали о психотронном оружии (Psychotronic Weapon)
eсли бы вас превратили в разлагающееся трупное мясо:
- из которого даже выделения зомбированными сигналами ослабождаются от мясных пыток судорожной шоковой
паразилияей прямой кишки;
-из которого кишки рвутся на свободу со рта от попыток что-нибудь чувствовать;
-если бы глаза ваши зарылись и немели от умертвленных зрительных мозговых зон от ваших попыток видеть;
-если бы вас пытали мозгозомбированной вибрацией ваших голосовых связок;
-если бы слуховые ткани сверлились болью и лопались от зомбированных шоковых, пыточных разрядов;
-если бы от вашей глотки до прямой кишки все органы живота разрушили вам шокогигантской болевой вибрацией;
-если бы вас пожирали днём и ночью вгрызая зубами в вашу боль пульсирующую мозговую ткань и
жевали ваш мозг в вашем черепе;
-если б вас пожирали вашими гормонами, ферментами и всеми внутренними выделениями ваших желез;
-если бы вас пытали зомбированным поносом и запорами, уродяя и разлагая ваш кишечник;
-если бы вас систематически оставляли в этом электронно-паразилизованом шок-импульсивном мясе без
способности двигаться и чувствовать что это еще ваше мясо;
-если бы вы изуродованные от боли пыток возвращались бы в это десятки раз умертвленное и охладённое
трупное тело;
-если бы вы систематически зарылись от собственной крови, возвращаясь к жизни после смертельной остановки
вашего сердца;
-если бы вас душили остановкой-паразилизацией ваших легких;
-если бы электронной паразилизацией вшее тело расчленяли на конвульсивно-пульсирующие части-органы, уродя
вас в многоклеточный кусок мяса…;
-если бы ваши половые органы были изуродованные в зомбированное сигнальное мясо впрыскивающее в кровь
гормоны для отключения болевых рецепторов;
-если бы вас умертвляли когтулицией ваших белков жаривая в вас живьем;
-если бы вас пытали слепотой и глухотой, разрушая и уродяя ваши зрительные и слуховые ткани…;
-если бы, постоянно, нанося смертельные электрошоки, ваше сердце превратили в сигнальное мясо, угрожая
вам что в любое мгновение вы станете мёртвыми;
-если бы раскалывали ваши глаза весельем в вашем состоянии болевой мясорубки;
-если бы вас пытали, уродя вар ваш кровеносные сосуды в колющую концентрационно-лазерную электризованно-
раскалённую проволоку;
-если бы вас изуродовали в насыщенную вашей кровью мочалку и выжимали вашу кровь разрывая кровеносные
капилляры…;
-если бы душили пыточной паразилизацией вашей глотки во время приема пищи;
-если бы пытками уродя вас вашими мозгоглазным вионением с эффектом присутствия отрубивало б вам ваши руки

и ноги, вырывали с вашего живота ваш кишечник и все внутренние органы;
- если вас пытали мозгоболевым выкорачиванием ваших зубов разрушая до крови ваши десны;
- если вы уродили ваши рецепторы запаха вырывали вас смрадно-газовой камерой;
- если вы уродовали ваши конечности (руки, ноги, пальцы) в неуправляемые вами мясно-костные атрофозы;
- если вы уродовали мозгоболевство в психотронных кандалах;
- если вы постоянным выжиганием и гомогенизацией ваших органов вырывали в безструктурную мертво-
  кристаллическую импульсивную массу...;

Психотронным оружием / Psychotronic Weapon зажгли смертоносным огнём небо над человеческим разумом и
используют людей как мясных кукол. Клеветой, ложью, травлей организованных карательных группировок,
болевым гипнозом, преследованием и психопатными секретами закрывается это уголовное мерзкое преступление
против человечества.

Спутниковым биологическим оружием массового поражения, оружием издевательства и рабства, оружием
смертоносного рабского тотального контроля / Mind Control и управления / Brain Manipulation людьми или
по другому называя это смертоносное оружие торсионным / Torsion Weapon, электромагнитным /
Electromagnetic and Neurological Weapons, акустическим / Acoustic Weapon, психофизическим /
Psychophysical, психотронным / Psychotronic, энергетическим / Energy Weapons, оружием зомбирования
и террора, совершается беспредельное зверство: разрушаются люди в безмозглое трупное мясо.

Какое будущее создали нам и остается нашим детям?! (…)

Read full article:

http://www.aing.ru/for/viewtopic.php?p=2598&id=e8b8a6dfe52f8472b44a2c712548dfd6#p2598

NB!

Google Translate, Russian – English, http://translate.google.co.uk/?hl=en#ru|en|
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Soleilmavis, Pledge “peacepink”, en-gb.pledgebank.com, 1.01.2010, < http://www.en-

Quote: < … > “我将发动签名制止大脑控制武器（精神电子武器，神经控制武器，
MIND CONTROL WEAPONS，及定向能武器DIRECTED ENERGY
WEAPONS对公民的酷刑和滥用，只要30个当地其他人将同样做的事情。”< translate>

< … >

251 people signed up (221 over target)

More details

您知道大脑控制武器（亦称为：精神控制武器，心理控制武器，精神控制武器，心灵控制武器等）和“洗脑”（如美国CIA的大脑控制实验MKULTRA）吗？
您知道电磁波可以实现“传音入密”吗？V2K (Voice to skull)

您知道定向能武器及非致命性武器吗？

您知道人类的思维可以被阅读吗？

您知道电子芯片（如中国的“机器鸽子”可以控制大脑）吗？纳米技术武器（如英国MI5纳米技术间谍武器可以远距离控制间谍）吗？

这些武器已经被偷偷用来虐待和骚扰无辜，合法，非武装和没有防御能力的合法公民很多年了。

目前，全世界有超过1500个受害者正在遭受大脑控制武器和电磁波武器的酷刑虐待和骚扰。有些受害者在他们刚开始被非常严重地酷刑折磨时，他们刚刚21, 22岁。

您是否想象过，在生命中没有一天的和平和快乐的日子，却只有可怕的酷刑折磨呢？是的，有些受害者已不幸死去。但是在他们生命的最后一分钟，他们所面对的仍然是酷刑折磨。

请签名帮助我们制止这种惨无人道的对合法公民的虐待和骚扰。

我们的目标：

(1) 我们希望，联合国能够达成相关决议，制止这些高科技武器的滥用和酷刑虐待。

(2) 我们希望，全世界的政府能够相互合作，将这群法西斯分子绳之依法。

更多的资料，请看 http://soleilmavis.googlepages.com

Read full article:

http://www.en-gb.pledgebank.com/peacepink

NB!:

Google Translate Chinese - English,

http://translate.google.co.uk/?hl=en#zh-CN|en|

===   ===

We the undersigned petition the Prime Minister to Stop Torture of British Citizens with Electromagnetic Weapons.

Signatures: 43

Electromagnetic Microwave Weapons are used in Britain on British Citizens. (Google it) They used the weapon on Suddam Hussain in 1992. This weapon has been developed and kept underground since the second world war. The truth is kept a secret as it is in humane and quite unbelievable that this is happening to 100s if not 1000s of British people as you read this. Victims need to come forward and stand together and the government need to reveal the truth to the people.

Read full article:
http://petitions.number10.gov.uk/Tortureinuk/


Here are some online Petitions of stopping Mind Control Weapons and Directed Energy Weapons torturing and harassing.

Please make an effort! Please forward to your friends!

Chinese online Petitions
http://www.pledgebank.com/peacepink

PETITION TO EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT
http://members.aol.com/ccapt2001/petition-en.html

PETITION TO USA- Day of Action to Restore Law and Justice
https://secure.aclu.org/site/SPageServer?pagename=june_home

PETITION TO UK
http://petitions.pm.gov.uk/EMweapons/
PETITION TO Hong Kong

http://www.thepetitionsite.com/takeaction/342079293?ltl=1179283012

PETITION TO USA

http://www.ipetitions.com/petition/synergy?

PLEDGE UK

http://www.pledgebank.com/RFEMFWEAPONS

Declaration of Alarmed Citizens (In many languages)

http://soleilmavis.spaces.live.com/blog/cns!9B6CD1D7F6F8F4111935.entry

Institute for Cooperation in Space (ICIS) United Nations General Assembly Petition
for a Space Preservation Treaty Conference to ban all weapons and warfare in Space

http://www.thepetitionsite.com/takeaction/832338563

< ... >

Read full article:

http://soleilmavis.spaces.live.com/blog/cns!9B6CD1D7F6F8F4111940.entry

—


Quote: < ... > Stop mind control, directed energy weapons abuse and torture (in chinese)
http://www.zh.pledgebank.com/peacepink
Group: Peacepink (Ban mind control/directed energy weapons abuse and torture)
http://www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=76416668535
Page: Peacepink (Ban mind control/directed energy weapons abuse and torture)
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Peacepink/85893742927
Online Petition: Ban Mind Control/Directed Energy Weapons abuse and torture
http://criminaljustice.change.org/actions/view/ban_mind_controldirected
"BAN ELECTRONIC WARFARE ON CIVILIANS"
http://www.ipetitions.com/petition/synergy?e
PETITION TO THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT
http://members.aol.com/ccapt2001/petition-en.html
PETITION TO USA- Day of Action to Restore Law and Justice
https://secure.aclu.org/site/SPageServer?page=pagename=issue_home
PETITION TO UK
http://petitions.pm.gov.uk/EMWeapons/
PETITION TO Hong Kong
http://www.thepetitionsite.com/takeaction/342079293?pt1=1179283012
PETITION TO USA
Institute for Cooperation in Space (ICIS) United Nations General Assembly Petition for a Space
Preservation Treaty Conference to ban all weapons and warfare in Space
http://www.thepetitionsite.com/takeaction/832338563
HELP THE U.S SUPREME COURT STOP TORTURE
http://apps.facebook.com/petitions/view?pid=898386512
< ... >

Read full article:
http://peacepink.ning.com/forum/topic/show?id=2351430%3ATopic%3A6073&xgs=1

=== ===


Quote: < ... > We the undersigned petition the Prime Minister to ask you to investigate fully the plight of increasing numbers of people who have become electro-sensitive (ES) or electro-hypersensitive (EHS) in the UK due to electricity or the new pulsed microwave radiation technologies such as TETRA, mobile phones and masts, WiFi, radar, cordless phones and a host of "wireless" gadgets. < ... >

Signatures: 151 < ... >

We also ask you to: 1. Demand independent research into this "FUNCTIONAL IMPAIRMENT CAUSED BY ENVIRONMENTAL TRIGGERS" - which does have a distinguishing feature from other illnesses/conditions with similar symptoms i.e. the ES/EHS CAN AND DO recover if they are isolated from the cause(s) of the
sensitivity.

2. Demand monitoring by personnel trained or researching in this field who are aware of the effects of pulsed microwave radiation/electricity.

3. Ensure that the Human Rights of the ES/EHS are observed fully and recognise electro-sensitivity as a disability in the UK, as in Canada and Sweden. 4. Provide safe zones so that the ES/EHS have places to recover/live in OR replace pulsed microwave radiation with a safer technology.

< ... >

Read full article:

http://petitions.number10.gov.uk/ES-EHSPetition/

===   ===


Quote: < ... > 38 signatures < ... >

This petition is dedicated to anyone who is humane,a real human who believe in human rights and are against torture,non-legalized surveillance for any means.

There are may victims of mind control by invisible electronic weapons known as psychotronic or neurological weapons e.g V2K which very few people are aware of. Majority of the victims,are often defenceless,innocent victims,who often have to suffer in silence without any support. They are mostly isolated from the rest of the world by these evil “invisible” perpetrators. Some victims die due to the constant inhumane tortures of these evil criminals and many even on the day they die, they do not even know who their perpetrators are, and the exact truth of what has actually happened to them as they often faced “confusion” by these evil perpetrators.

I DEMAND A CALL FOR INTERNATIONAL INVESTIGATIONS TO THESE HOORENDOUS CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY AND THESE EVIL CRIMINALS TO BE BROUGHT TO JUSTICE IMMEDIATELY.

A CALL FOR WORLDWIDE CAMPAIGN AGAINST TORTURE AND ABUSE USING DIRECTED ENERGY AND NEUROLOGICAL WEAPONS AND MIND CONTROL EXPERIMENTATION AND ILLEGAL-CHIPPING OF HUMAN < ... >

Read full article:

http://petitions.tigweb.org/MindControl

Quote: <…> Signatures: 38 <…>

We the undersigned petition the Prime Minister to do all of the following: (1) to commence diplomacy with a view to procuring the worldwide ban on weapons that enable the manipulation of human beings called for by the European Parliament in Resolution A4-0005/1999 Paragraph 27; (2) to place any stocks of such weapons beyond further use by public or private sector; and (3) to provide any victims there might be of the testing or deployment of such weapons with such information as they need in order effectively to seek redress through the courts, notwithstanding that the existence or nature of the weapons tested or deployed to the victims’ detriment might be classified as officially secret. <…>

In European Parliament Resolution A4-0005/1999 Paragraph 27, the European Parliament called for “an international convention introducing a global ban on all developments and deployments of weapons which might enable any form of manipulation of human beings”. The sponsor of this petition is dissatisfied with the British government’s response to lobbying, on the part of the Christians Against Mental Slavery group and others, for this resolution to be heeded. <…>

Read full article:

http://petitions.number10.gov.uk/A4-0005-99Para27/


Quote: <…> 1,302 Signatures <…>

WE CONCERN ABOUT THE ABUSE AND TORTURE OF THE FOLLOWINGS :- DIRECTED ENERGY WEAPONS; NEUROLOGICAL WEAPONS; MIND CONTROL WEAPONS; BODY AND BRAIN MANIPULATION WEAPONS; PSYCHOTRONIC WEAPONS; SPACE WEAPONS; NON-LETHAL WEAPONS; COINTELPRO; AND any other unacknowledged or as yet undeveloped means inflicting death or injury on, or damaging or destroying, a person (or the biological life, bodily health, mental health, or physical and economic well-being of a person) through the use of land-based, sea-based, or space-based systems using radiation, electromagnetic, psychotronic, sonic, laser, or other energies directed at individual persons or targeted populations or the purpose of information war, mood management, or mind control of such persons or populations. Please help to ban abuses and tortures of above-mentioned weapons. <…>
Petition Text

Thousands of people are asking for an international investigation of enormous human rights violations that are silently taking place worldwide at this moment.

In recent years the numbers of those crimes against humanity rose so much that we can openly speak about the civilian population being under attack.

This attack is committed with technology working invisibly at a distance, beyond the bounds of borders, and is at this moment being used against helpless and unsuspecting citizens.

The victims are constantly lobbying to report these crimes to government officials, human rights organizations, world leaders and the press. Mostly, they don’t get answers because of a general lack of knowledge about the technology. Mental institutions may diagnose the victims as delusional. And complaints lodged at local police stations are often treated as psychological problems or ignored.

It may take several years, before the “silent holocaust” becomes public knowledge. And for the victims, the comparison is very real.

The scale of the crimes being reported, and the seriousness of the accusations, justifies an urgent international investigation.

Because there are so many victims worldwide, spawning a worldwide movement coordinated via the Internet, it is only the most diligent and conscientious of victims who are able to report this crime; the actual number of victims being many times larger than this group of activists.

In January 2007, the article “Mind Games” appeared in “The Washington Post”, written by journalist Sharon Weinberger, about the American victims and the activist organization, Freedom From Covert Harassment and Surveillance.

Meanwhile, from all parts of the world new victims are showing up in greater numbers. They are asking for these crimes to be made public and are insisting on an international investigation of this problem.

And starting a collective campaign against abuses and tortures of the following:-

DIRECTED ENERGY WEAPONS; NEUROLOGICAL WEAPONS; MIND CONTROL WEAPONS; BODY AND BRAIN MANIPULATION WEAPONS; PSYCHOTRONIC WEAPONS; SPACE WEAPONS; NON-LETHAL WEAPONS; COINTELPRO; AND any other unacknowledged or as yet undeveloped means inflicting death or injury on, or damaging or destroying, a person (or the biological life, bodily health, mental health, or physical and economic well-being of a person) through the use of land-based, sea-based, or space-based systems using radiation, electromagnetic, psychotronic, sonic, laser, or other energies directed at individual persons or
targeted populations or the purpose of information war, mood management, or mind control of such persons or populations.

Thank you and Best Regards!

Your sincerely, < … >

Read full article:

http://www.change.org/petitions/view/ban_mind_controldirected_energy_weapons_abuse_and_torture

--- ---


Quote: < … > We also oppose the continuation of other programs initiated during the Bush era which continue on in wholesale data collection and mass surveillance, unchecked and unabated. For instance, federal agents, local law enforcement and U.S. military personnel, with input from private right-wing political groups, continue to collect and report surveillance data, including fabricated disinformation, to the 72 government Fusion Centers around the United States. Fusion Centers have been found to target political, student, and religious organizations and activities.

The people of the United States have a legal right to be free from government surveillance, the type of which was initiated by the Bush administration on an enormous scale. Using the Sept. 11 attacks as a pretext, the Bush White House permitted the FBI, the National Security Agency, the CIA, Pentagon and other law-enforcement and military agencies to conduct unprecedented data collection against the people. Thousands have been targeted because of their political beliefs and activities, their religious beliefs, their race and ethnicity, or because they inadvertently fell into one of the many broad categories to justify and execute the sweeping data collection programs. This is the modern-day variant of the discredited witch-hunts of the 1950s.

We call on the Obama Administration and Congress to order a complete audit of law-enforcement and military data and record-keeping systems and to disclose to the public the scope and parameters of data-collection on people and organizations in the United States.

The people’s rights protected under the Constitution are fundamentally diminished unless these illegal operations are halted and the rights of all people are restored by the identification of data collection programs, and the expunging of those databases. < … >

Quote: < ... > Please write to The United Nations Interregional Crime and Justice Research Institute – UNICRI
http://www.unicri.it/wwa/wwa.php < ... >

Please write to The The International Commission of Jurists
P.O. Box 91, 33 rue des Bains, 1211 Geneva 8, Switzerland.
Tel : +41(0)22 979-38-00 Fax : +41(0)22 979-38-01
E-mail : info@icj.org

Correspondence from the ICJ network to be posted on the ICJ website: networknews@icj.org


Related articleExperts: Torture in war on terror eroded rights
Eminent jurists issue report, say U.S. policy ‘inconsistent’ with human rights
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/29223163

updated 4:27 p.m. ET Feb. 16, 2009
GENEVA - The United States and other countries that used torture in the so-called war on terror seriously damaged respect for basic human rights, an international panel of legal experts said Monday. < ... >

Read full article:
http://peacepink.ning.com/profiles/blog/show?id=2351430%3ABlogPost%3A8355&xqs=1


Quote: < ... > In verschiedenen Ländern der Erde schlagen Individuen und Organisationen Alarm. Sie wollen uns auf ungeheure Verbrechen gegen die Menschlichkeit aufmerksam machen. Sie prangern Technologien an,

Da Praktiken, die allen rechtsstaatlichen Grundsätzen widersprechen, nicht als Staatgeheimnisse gelten können, glauben wir, dass es dringend notwendig ist:

- ernsthaft und beharrlich zu untersuchen, inwieweit es solche Techniken tatsächlich gibt;
- sie gesetzlich zu verbieten;
- strafrechtliche Maßnahmen zu ergreifen und die Anwendung des Zivilrechts auf diejenigen zu ermöglichen, die sie in krimineller Weise missbrauchen;
- wissenschaftliche Forschung auf diesem Gebiet unter strenge Kontrolle des Rechtsstaates zu stellen bzw. sie strikten gesetzlichen Bedingungen zu unterwerfen. < … >

Read full article:

http://stopptmindcontrol.lima-city.de/

NB!:

Google Translate German – English,

http://translate.google.co.uk/?hl=en#de|en|

---


Quote: < … > Petition 1168/2003 by Nathalie Luthold (French), on behalf of the Association opposing abuse of psycho-technologies, bearing 115 signatures opposing the abuse of directed energy weapons

1. Summary of petition

According to the petitioners, the development and circulation of anti-personnel directed energy technologies and weapons, inaccurately termed ‘non-deadly’, is a danger which is generally under-estimated. The military and civil objectives of this technology are unknown.
It could also be used as a weapon to prevent mass disorder at demonstrations or other public events. The expert reports (for example STOA report PE 166.499, on appraisal of the technology of political control) show that no effective legislation exists to protect individuals from the harmful effects of such weapons, should they fall into the hands of aggressive and intolerant public organisations or simply terrorist or criminal networks. The burden of proof would increasingly fall on victims, all the more so since their injuries or disabilities would have been provoked by almost invisible and unrecognisable weapons functioning from a distance. For this reason, they call on the EP to take action to prevent this danger and seek recognition for this serious problem and the creation of the necessary safeguards. < … >

Read full article:


--- ---


Quote: < ... > Subject: Request for an Investigation and Congressional Hearing – Torture from Direct Energy Space Weapons < ... >

I am a targeted individual of Direct energy torture from satellite weaponry. Several thousands or more are targeted with Direct Energy Weapons from satellite weaponry. The effect of the electromagnetic frequencies, lethal and microwave radiation and lasers, that torture our bodies, have created a large amount of medical bills, that Floridians whom are targeted and individuals across the country, can’t afford. The microwave energy that can be sent through the walls of your home has extreme heat which targets the cerebral cortex and cerebellum of the brain and essential organs needed to survive. I have high radiation levels recorded on a Geiger counter.

I have been targeted for 8 years or more. From 2000-2002 I was able to work professionally for Microsoft in Redmond. Now it is difficult to hold a job due to extreme pain over body, sleep deprivation, microwave auditory effect, disorientation, headaches, tinnitus, blurry vision and more. There are possibly thousands or millions in the US alone. < ... >
These atrocities must be exposed.
Thanks So Much for taking the time to read about these horrific crimes done on innocent Americans.

http://spaceweapons.tripod.com/Letter_To_Victims.htm

Quote: < ... > Dear TI’s, Concerned Citizens, Activists, etc,
I have contacted just about everyone I could think of about our direct energy torture and the only response I got was from Senator Carl Levin. His letter is at http://spaceweapons.tripod.com/Levin.htm and he referred me to FL Senator George Lemieux and his negative response can be read at http://spaceweapons.tripod.com/lemieux.htm saying that it is “not a federal or legislative issue”. So if you could email and/or call Lemieux’s offices and possibly also FL Senator Bill Nelson and demand he take the Florida constituents issues seriously. Refer to my letters and calls from Melissa Sanderson that I sent to them. I will be calling them this week; If anyone needs me to do the same for your Senators, let me know and thanks for your support!

EMAIL FL Senator George Lemieux’s http://lemieux.senate.gov/public/?p=EmailSenatorLeMieux

EMAIL FL Senator Bill Nelson’s http://billnelson.senate.gov/contact/email.cfm

< ... >

Read full article:
http://spaceweapons.tripod.com/

http://spaceweapons.tripod.com/Letter_To_Victims.htm

===   ===


Quote: < ... > Torture is being done with bio-electro-weapons in the United States. This crime against humanity needs to end.

There is a silent war happening in the United States. Activist,Women, people of color and many other people are experiencing vicious assaults with lethal pulsed-radiation weaponry that causes injuries, chronic illness. Causing slow-kill injuries such as cancer, Alzheimers-type brain damage, etc. as well as fast kill injuries stroke,aneurysm,heart attack, etc.. This is also known as “Electronic Harassment”
if you do a google search you will find more information.

"Radiation Attacks on people’s bodies is more than harassment. So we must call what the WAR CRIMINALS, themselves call it: “SLOW-KILL”-TORTURE-MURDER!” (Lynn Surgalla)

Educate yourself about these very lethal weapons which do endanger our democracy and freedom in every way. People are silently murdered and it is made to look like death by natural causes. When the real cause is lethal pulsed-radiation weaponry.

"In October 2000, Congressman Denis J. Kucinich introduced in the House of Representatives a bill, concerning these weapons. In this bill, the definition of a weapons system included: “any other unacknowledged or as yet undeveloped means inflicting death or injury on, or damaging or destroying, a person (or the biological life, bodily health, mental health, or physical and economic well-being of a person)... through the use of land-based, sea-based, or space-based systems using radiation, electromagnetic, psychotronic, sonic, laser, or other energies directed at individual persons or targeted populations for the purpose of information war, mood management, or mind control of such persons or populations. As in all legislative acts quoted in this article, the bill pertains to sound, light or electromagnetic stimulation of the human brain.” (Mojmir Babacek Electromagnetic and Informational Weapons)

"[The European Parliament] calls for an international convention introducing a global ban on all developments and deployments of weapons which might enable any form of manipulation of human beings” (Christians Against Mental Slavery)

There is a petition to Expose and End Electronic Weapons Torture sign it and spread the word. Its up to us to care about our democracy to get this exposed and ended or face a system of repression and oppression that will destroy freedom for generations to come. Right now musicians, activist, ordinary people who have never gone to a protest, working men and women, children are complaining of torture with these weapons not only in the United States but in all the NATO countries. Several States have laws on the books regarding “Electronic Weapons” There is no enforcing of those laws currently. These weapons and the misuse of them need to be on the table of open discussion. The fact that these weapons not only exist they are a matter of public record. One example of beams and sounds being directed at a person and singling them out: this mentioned in the Mkultra hearings of 1977 Senator Schweiker asked Admiral Turner about Mkultra subproject 54 which involved techniques to cause brain concussions and amnesia by using sound waves. This research did not end it continues.

"It took the Nazi Rogue Regime 12 years (1933-1945) to perfect the deadly design of the Holocaust. In order to assure their success of genocide, the Nazis created a powerful system of propaganda to mold and manipulate people’s beliefs. However, it was people’s apathy, indifference, and in many cases approval that allowed the Nazi’s plan of genocide to come to its full fruition.” (Kemeka Phillips: Triangles,
Badges & Stars: Remembering the Mosaic of Victims of the Holocaust

Right now any victim of torture with bio-electro-weapon who dares to tell the truth about what is happening to them is in danger and vicious attacks are intensified. They are subject to the most vicious slander and discrediting. Right now there is tremendous fear of retaliation on the part of many human right agencies that could help those who are victims of torture with lethal pulsed-radiation weaponry, because of fear they will not help expose and end this torture. Computers are also remotely tampered with. Lethal pulsed-radiation weaponry directed at electronic equipment damages circuits even if the electronic equipment is turned off that is one of the reasons the military prefers these weapons. The worst damage of all is the damage to children, women and men, and all life on this planet.

Clarification: "Activist are being subjected to covert slow-kill pulsed-radiation weapons assaults rather than an experiment and the larger population is being slow-fried with weapons signals piggybacked on the energy grid with other electromagnetic weapons for purposes of "remote influencing." (Lynn Surgalla Former Vice President United States Psychtronics Association).

STOP (Surveillance Torture Operations)

DEW-N-IT (Directed Energy Weapons National-International Torture)

REFERENCES

Lynn Surgalla Former Vice President United States Psychtronics Association

Nick Begich Earth Rising: The Revolution, Toward a Thousand Years of Peace

Harlan Girard Bio-electromagnetic Weapons The Institute of Science in Society www.i-sis.org.uk/BW.php


THE MISUSE OF MICROWAVE WEAPONS BY CRIMINALS AND TERRORISTS Dr. Reinhard Munzert, Germany, Erlangen http://www.mikrowellenterror.de/english/index.htm

< ... >

Read full article:

http://www.indymedia.be/index.html%3Fq=node%252F1691.html


Quote: <…> This petition is to pursuit public international investigations to detect and disarm U S from its current mind control technology and other most current sophisticated space-based weaponry using satellites as carriers for remote attacks originating from its soil bases have already employed and in active daily throughout the world, and others are in the development. It was 2003 that it started its secret satellite everyday unsuspected attack/probe activities. The number of victims of unsuspected U. S Satellite Mind Control immoral attacks has already reached millions; the number increases hourly by victimized ones in U. S land and outside the US.

It is true that current claims on this awful crimes UNITED STATES governments current being committed for years and presently. It must be public investigations of U.S. space-based torture, space-based privacy breaking, space-based territory violation that U.S. government being committed using this unsuspected technology with satellite carriers. This site should be the great place for all to report such activities and help stop U.S government’s, and free all victimized ones as its consequences.

The US government has in the hands in-active-space-based weapons systems having capable of remote attacking information security and psychological security that can destroy information system and influence individuals and large population in real time Multiple targets factor. The US government is the latest most secret threat to national security of other countries in this area.

Secret methods of information-psychological influence can not only harm a person’s health, but also lead to “the loss of people’s freedom on the unconscious level, the loss of capability of political, cultural and other self-identification, manipulations with social consciousness” and even “the destruction of a common informational and spiritual integrity of other countries. These attack methods named "psychotropic weapons, or psychical weapons” are so destructive secretly. The U.S. governments are totally cowardly lying all the time with their statement “The U.S. government official position is that U.S. mind control weapons are classified or that there are no U.S. government mind control weapons programs.” In reality, for recent years since 2003, U.S government has current its own capable of Remote collect Intelligence, stealing secrets, breaking privacy, manipulating target’s decisions of unprecedented targets, and influencing targeted individuals – all are going unsuspected on targets.
In fact, the United States, for all practical purposes, a military and Intel police state. This reality is masked with a facade of representative government and media communication and lies. The empire had an evil Twin. U.S citizens are selected at random for terrible secret experiments and abuses, particularly in this top classified covered-up project. Those who seriously challenge the corrupt system face secretly covert harassment and abuses, threatening always-on explicitly and implicitly. They become victimized under U.S mind control technology attacks which attempt to make targets look bad in public and anywhere in any situation with a full-blown cover-lies of mental ill mimic.

U.S. governments are the largest hypocrites and rank up right with the worst cowardly immoral cruel torturer and rapist soil based teams. The cowardly USA governments conceals Mind Control technology mimics mentality disease to infect victims, and to commit some of the worst imaginable atrocities, and make perfect crime onto targets, and claim victims for natural causes. They do all means at any costs to cover up completely their reality Satellite Mind Control technology activities even using Hollywood fiction-science story covers laughs. Almost Americans are being brainwashed, and going with such fiction science senses that helps U.S Governments lying greatly.

To victims, they face round-the-clock suffers from those attacks selectively listed:
- Voice projection, thought projection forced to victims’ brains;
- sexual stimulated;
- Bombarded daily with dirty rapeful executions, torture conspiracy;
- constantly or a moment ears and neck in blockage; this is the critical procedure of their current nerve control technology; it must be done successfully before it can be mind reading and mind control; it is analysis to hijack brain host process of a target before attacks can do mind control; otherwise, it wont work. If the targets can stop this blockage attack, they can stop attackers’ mind control attempt for sure now. Unfortunately, voice projection and other beam stimulus are still infected onto targets whatever.
- forced to feel abnormal angers without a reason; this is a way that mind control attackers want to cause hostile behavior environment between target(s) and other peoples around;
- infected with eye sight visual blurring to blind temporarily for a moment under their attack beams;
- effects are there onto targets during attack activities; and go off when attack is off.

Indeed, all such secret attacks seems going invisible; but, it leaves track able traces if it is suspected and monitored and detected appropriately. Further more, please read the petition’s “View Signatures”.

The followings are the least two typical tricks being used by U.S Mind Control Technology Attack Teams:

[1]. For victims, typical tactic always used in U.S. Government’s satellite mind control attack ground based teams is planting immoral and dirty stories secretly on supposed targets’ brain using secret unsuspected remote thought projection. They, then, use those planted to threaten virtually victims to prevent the victimized ones from freely and effectively fighting back and reporting back public. It is also very difficult for victims to report as unprecedented crimes of U. S Mind Control attacks, for at least a foregone conclusion two reasons:
- Supposed victims include everyone around can be targeted and manipulated under attackers’ beam scope
scan and attack.
- It sounds like Science Fiction stories and Crazy talk with almost victims; for victims to be wise, do not concern bit about such full of Craps of planted forced conspiracies, the full coverage of the attackers lies; please participate and provide track able proofs to global communities and agencies to fight back against U. S Satellite Mind Control technology of secret unsuspected stalk/spy/attack in its worldwide mission. At the disarmament U.S from Satellite Mind Control Technology Attack Activities and Space Weaponization, let global communities and agencies know the truths of its shock and awe, to root it out no place to hide, and finish it.

[2]. A further cowardly U.S. governments’ dirty trick in its strategies is that its hideous attack teams try to perceive victims as if they are in CO-OP with other countries’ such as China authorities, India’s, Vietnam’s, Korea’s, Canada’s, England’s, EU…It works out great for most of mind control victimized victims are blinded to that. This kind of attack activity, specially satellite mind control technology attacks are U.S. Government based, top classified Operations covered up most of all means. An important note to victims live in U.S country, they should never report themselves by-government-mind-control-victims to U.S Authorities; if they do, they are rushed to mentality hospital prisons instead. The followings are some of track able proofs published globally to everyone having concerns to trace and to root out Unsuspected Secret U.S Satellite Mind Control Technology Attack Activities to the surface of justice:

[1]. It is one of internal peoples knew the whole satellite mind control technology attack secret missions of the U.S. Government. That guy has American name “Kevin Kieu”, a U.S citizenship; he is from China. He is about 40 years old, round face, short hair cut, dark brown skin; he lives in Chicago in U.S. He is very good in English, Chinese and Vietnamese languages. He lived in Can-Tho province of Southern Vietnam before he overseas left Vietnam for the U.S. During the trip, he was in an intermediate camp prior to settled down to the U.S, he was recruited.

[2]. One of U.S satellite mind control attack ground teams intercepted since 2003 consists of 4 Service men and two women; one can speak Chinese well; another one can speak Vietnamese; of course all speak American English native. They are all so much cruel and cowardly, lying, mocking Craps, Conspiracies and dirty activities at the level not seen in normal daily life. All their actions are to abuse and torture victims remotely in physical and mental way of beams. Why they do to victims? U.S Governments use sex war driving strategy, specially after 2001, to torture ones being seen ‘unfriendly’ to U.S Government’s political policies and activities, and for its experiments in mind control development and improvement. Besides, this team remotely probes everyone being in scope of their satellite spy scan. They are trying to trace to find any spy network (if any from China, Taiwan, Korea, India, Vietnam,…) planted in U.S land, and itself sleeper-cells inside its land. Since 2004, their probings have been carried out daily not only in U.S but right in territory of other countries (Taiwan, Korea, China, India, Iraq, Afghanistan, Japan, Vietnam, and Belgium, UK,…); its secret unsuspected attack activity via satellites is over Vietnam territory daily round-the-clock since 2004 and presently. Satellite mind control weapon and other most current sophisticated weapon successful achievements help U.S Governments launching all secret attacks remotely anywhere and any place (only Russia is probably an exceptional to that; and
China is also after 2006) quietly with almost no trace visible if unsuspected.

[3]. They could use these remote unsuspected technology to communicate with their spies planted already in other countries; planted spies do not need equipments for transmitting information back and forth to U.S government; All they need is let U. S ground Teams use satellite Mind Control technology beams to Remotely communicate with spies. It is very hard to detect unless monitor activities of satellites in scope of orbit space over a country territory, and monitor country territory space for any in-and-out beams to and from orbit space. The best bet is go equipped space defense system covering up entire country territory.

[4]. It is going to publish ahead next their probe and attack activities – include location, who if any possible.

[5]. It is going to frequently update daily information about traceable current and new victims – who, where, what of attack activities, what sentence patterns attackers do tactically bugging victims in voice projection.

[6]. New reveal – It has new reveal that American Government’s Satellite Mind Control Daily Worldwide Attack Activity Teams belongs to its Echelon Global Spy System/Network. Through interceptions of weak points of its satellite ground team attack activities, the fact first came out on 12/2004; the confirmation is verified on 10/2008.

Everyone, victimized ones do not hesitate to join in. When do it, please provide public as much as possible information about attacks, current attacks and next attacks such as current locations of attacks, information of ones known as occasional, frequent and always-on victims. More information are updated at “Signature Section” of this petition. < _ >

Read full article:

http://www.petitiononline.com/AbiJXYcn/petition.html


Quote: < _ > Background (Preamble):

There is wide spread evidence that a growing number of citizens within the U.S are being harassed and assaulted with directed energy weapons, false imprisonment due to victimization as a target, rape, breaking and entering of homes and serious health problems are being reported by people of all walks of life due to nonconsensual experimentation of directed energy weapons by law enforcement, the military and the whole sale of weapons and contracts by corporations to individuals to stalk, harass, torture and research on U.S citizens without their consent.
The ACLU wrote a report called “The Surveillance Industrial Complex: How the American Government is Conscripting Business and Individuals in the Construction of a Surveillance Society,” so your group is aware that persons are being surveyed but the depth of harassment, invasion and human rights violations of the crime of Domestic Surveillance is one that must be fought and desperately requires representation.

We are respectfully asking you to assist us in having a voice. < … >

< … > Petition text:

We the American people of these United States call on the ACLU to assist us in our fight to restore order, justice and human rights to these victims of Electronic Surveillance, Harassment and Gang stalking.

If given representation, evidence to show the true depths of victimization and assault of these crimes may be submitted. < … >

Read full article:


PLEASE HELP THE VICTIMS!

Thank you!

Yours sincerely.

============================================

24.09.2010:

NOTA BENE!!!


Electronic harassment and electronic torture list – February 26, 2009
The people cookers – cooking people like a microwave oven cooks meat < … >
Chris Petzold (37) wurde am 12. September 2010 in Neudorf (Sachsen) von der Strahlenmafia ermordet!

Quote: <…> De DRIVE AGAINST THE NWO-campagne richt tegen de dictatoriale en totalitaire (staats)macht die erop is gericht de vrijheden en de rechten van burgers te vernietigen en te vervangen door een regime van ongekozen 'elite-leiders' de streven naar een global government. <…>
12.11.2010:


Quote: <...> We, the undersigned, petition British Prime Minister David Cameron and his Government, to investigate and put an end to all forms of covert illegal surveillance, extra-judicial punishment and interference, covert surveillance and harassment of peaceful protesters, any kind of covert, non-consensual experimentation conducted on innocent individuals and more specifically the activities widely known as "organized stalking" and "electronic harassment", these activities are widely documented in a number of totally serious scientific papers and documents, serious and reputable media reports, but no effort is ever made by mainstream media to inform the general public about their existence, <...>

PLEASE HELP THE VICTIMS!

Sign Petition:

http://thepaolo.epetitions.net/

--- ---

Anatole, STOP BIO-ELECTRONIC/PSYCHOTRONIC TORTURE BRAINMIND/BODY CONTROL/ANNIHILATION ORGANIZED STALKING/TERROR SLAVERY ASSASSINATION WEAPONS!!!, Infotopic, FFCHS Town Hall, Message board for freedomfchs, FFCHS Town Hall Forum Index -> Weapons Technology, freedomfchs.com, Apr 07, 2007 – Jun 21, 2009,

NOTA BENE!: pdf,


NOTA BENE!: pdf,


Page 2,
STOP GOVERNMENT ELECTRONIC HARRASSMENT, Petition, controlledamerica.itgo.com, 14.07.2011,
http://www.controlledamerica.itgo.com/custom.html

Quote: (...) We believe the United States Government is experimenting on it’s own citizens without their
knowledge or consent. We want the Government atrocities to stop. The Government is conducting a
nonconsensual black operation trauma-based bio-electronic psychological warfare program. Occasionally,
the public learns how research subjects have been victimized in unclassified research, often with fatal
results.

A previous psychological warfare research program conducted on nonconsensual human subjects was known as
MKultra, this program was administered by Government scientists for 14 years during the 1950’s and
1960’s. with fatal results. This program was stopped by a Senate Select Committe to Study Government
Operation with respect to Intelligence Activities and human research.

Today’s psychological warfare program is conducted in two phases one phase is the trauma-based
harassment/surveillance program in which human subjects or targeted individuals are monitored 24 hours a
day 7 days a week by satellite technology and government personnel operating ground-based super-
computers. People claim their phones are tapped, video cameras are positioned inside and outside their
residences, cars are tracked, bugged and sabotaged, mysterious break-ins occur at their homes, emails are
interfered with and computers are crashed. Every victim is harassed and stalked by co-conspirators and
cherished constitutional freedoms and privacy are thus stripped away.

The second phase is the Bio-electronic torture/research program in which the nonconsenting human
subjects or targeted individuals receive “electric shocks” to various parts of their bodies especially
their head using satellite technology and government personnel operating ground-based super computers
coupled with harmful directed energy weapons such as microwave pulsed signals, microwave audiograms
(projected voices in head), acoustics, extremely low frequency electromagnetic weapons can manipulate a
persons mind changing their thoughts, behavior, and emotions, radio frequency signal hypnosis,
harmonics(known as a mind control technique) various other classified signal types. These weapons cause
debilitating pain harming subjects physically and mentally causing brain lesions, stomach lesions,
blisters, eye injuries, cataracts, teeth lose, leukemia and various cancers. The victims are tortured
24/7 a day for years on end.

We respectfully request an investigation and a hearing into the use of Directed Energy Weapons and the
harassment/surveillance programs being tested on unwitting citizens of the United States.

We respectfully request an investigation into the misuse of Government research funding on nonconsensual
human experimentation black operations. (..)

Read full article:
SPACE-BASED PSYCHOTRONIC MIND CONTROL WEAPONS.

STOP TORTURE!


—


Quote: <...> The resolution was in part a response to the bill and the “definitions” of weapons intended for space as described in HR 2977, the “Space Preservation Act of 2001,” introduced by Congressman Dennis Kucinich, which included the following:

* Inflicting death or injury on, or damaging or destroying, a person (or the biological life, bodily health, mental health, or physical and economic well-being of a person).

* Directing a source of energy (including molecular or atomic energy, subatomic particle beams, electromagnetic radiation, plasma, or extremely low frequency (ELF) or ultra low frequency (ULF) energy radiation) against that object [individual or targeted populations].

* Through the use of land-based, sea-based, or space-based systems using radiation, electromagnetic, psychotronic, sonic, laser, or other energies directed at individual persons or targeted populations for the purpose of information war, mood management, or mind control of such persons or populations.

I suggested at the time that it seemed impossible that these weapons were even possible, but Kucinich, a member of the Space and Aeronautics Subcommittee, assured me that these weapons exist and “those people...
who control them are deadly serious and intend to use them if we don't stop the weaponization of space.” < … >

Divesting from weapons of death takes the profit out of war. Subtle implementation of police state policies—such as RFID tags in the Berkeley library—must be stopped. There are many things that can be done locally and through “cross fertilization” of ideas across borders. We are the only ones who can make this happen. And it can start with something as simple as a Berkeley resolution, Canadian paper ballots, and a determined citizen lawyer. < … >

Read full article:


===    ===

22.11.2010:

billboard wisconsin 20101206, flickr.com, Nov 19, 2010, < http://www.flickr.com/photos/28932432@N05/ >,
< http://www.flickr.com/photos/28932432@N05/5189690883/ >.

Quote: < … > ELECTRONIC HARASSMENT = TORTURE. Are You next? < … >
Quote: This billboard is going up in Wisconsin on 12-6-2010 for one month. The vinyl display can be reused.

Scan: Image: http://farm2.static.flickr.com/1295/5189690883_547c9d5a83_b.jpg in http://www.flickr.com/photos/28932432@N05/5189690883/

Read full article:

http://www.flickr.com/photos/28932432@N05/5189690883/

Peter Rosenholm, #1011 Billboard going up in Wisconsin targeted, MCVictimsEU · Mind Control Victims Europe, Nov 21, 2010,

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/MCVictimsEU/message/11200

Deca, Re: #1011 Billboard going up in Wisconsin targeted, MCVictimsEU · Mind Control Victims Europe, Nov 22, 2010,

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/MCVictimsEU/message/11202

=== ===

17.12.2010, NOTA BENE!

Quote: (…) "Whoever survives a test, whatever it may be, must tell the story. That is his duty." - Elie Wiesel (…)

Traux’s statement above concurs with other specialists such as U.S. Air Force reservist, Lt. Col. Yvonne Bradley who reported over a year ago that Americans have only seen “tip of the iceberg” of torture horrors secretly practiced in their name. With decades of professional involvement with the FBI and other intelligence agencies, internationally acclaimed PI Bill Taylor also stated as much to this writer earlier this year. (See: Secretly forced brain implants Pt III: Ex-SS, FBI contractor defends targets, and Secretly forced brain implants Pt IV: Intel expert on the doctors, children, military research, Dupré, D., Examiner, August 26, 2010) (…)

Although one large Targeted Individual organization repeatedly uses the term “harassment,” including in its name, the injurious assaults on an estimated 350,000 Americans targets meet criteria of more than harassment. It is torture.

Electronic weapons and “devices” are aimed at targets to “remotely deliver frequencies which can produce a variety of ill effects on the human mind and body, such as pain, pin pricks, disorientation, nausea, irregular heartbeat, strokes, cancers, synthetic telepathy (hearing human voices in the mind), and much more,” according to Freedom From Covert Harassment and Surveillance (FFCSH). (…)

To help expose the electronic torture crime against humanity, with his intel background, Traux now manages the website Ominous Parallel (www.theominousparallels.blogspot.com), facilitating learning about the in-home and community remotely applied weapons, covert operations and players perpetrating the torture plus effect they are having on the world.

"My hope is that one day these programs will be exposed," he recently stated. (…)

Read full article:

Watch this video:
NOTA BENE!

John Finch,

TO YOU OUR SELECTED WITNESSES, d.yimg.com, pdf, 2010, <
http://d.yimg.com/kg/groups/20668454/1314684265/name/250CasesTortureFromEurope.pdf >.

Read full article:

http://d.yimg.com/kg/groups/20668454/1314684265/name/250CasesTortureFromEurope.pdf

Read full article:

http://johnfinch.wordpress.com/
06.05.2011: NOTA BENED


Quote: (…) Informationen zum Protest in Ettlingen und in Karlsruhe (Deutschland) (…)

Jeder Bürger kann das nächste Opfer sein!

Wir treffen uns am Montag, den 16. Mai, um 10.00 Uhr, am Haupteingang der Stadthalle im Zentrum der Stadt Ettlingen und am Dienstag, den 17. Mai 2011, um 10.00 Uhr, am Marktplatz in Karlsruhe (…)

Read full article:

Demonstration gegen Folter mit Non Lethal Weapons 16. – 18. Mai 2011 in Ettlingen,

Quote: (…) Weitere Informationen finden Sie auf diesen Seiten:

http://vgmpw.de

http://targeted-individuals-europe.com

http://e-waffen.de

http://stopeg.com

http://mikrowellenterror.de

http://freedomfohs.com

http://areyoutargeted.com

http://totalitaer.de (…)

NB!: Google Translate German - English, http://translate.google.co.uk/?hl=en#en|

---

Created by sofia P. Fontan,


To be delivered to: European Parliament

Quote: (…) There is no law in the European Union countries prohibiting the use of mind control technologies and/or electromagnetic weapons. This lack of legislation allows continued experimentation with these technologies on civilians, and it is running together with a cover up practiced by authorities to prevent the legal consequences of such breach on human rights and treaties. Russia, Massachusetts, Michigan, Maine, and Missouri have prohibited this weaponry to be used in their territory, but the European Union, after recommending a world guide ban on these weapons in 1999, have not yet implemented a Law banning them, at least, in European Territory. The non-consensual victims of this illegal experimentation need help to try and pressure the implementation of that law and of those organisms technologically prepared to be able to help them. So we ask for support and for anyone reading this to sign this petition addressed to the European Parliament.(…)

Read full article:

http://www.avaaz.org/en/petition/Law_prohibiting_electromagnetic_and_mind_control_weapons_in_Europe/?launch

---

Galina Kurdina, The Petition: Investigate misuse of Psychotronic (mind control) weapons, Jun 23, 2012,

https://petitions.whitehouse.gov/petition/investigate-misuse-psychotronic-mind-control-weapons/nCWzx3hD
Quote: (…) we petition the Obama administration to:

Investigate misuse of Psychotronic (mind control) weapons.

Victims of Psychotronic (Mind Control) Weapons are being targeted unjustly or used as human subjects in non-consensual experiments. Criminals may implant people with microchips or nanomaterials, monitor their brain, alter consciousness and behavior, torture mind and bodies. Victims may experience torture by microwave hearing, visual hallucinations, manipulation of thoughts, will and emotions, forced speech, involuntary body movements, transmission of specific commands into the subconscious and compulsory execution of them. Some targeted individuals are subject to harassment and organized stalking in their communities, some victims receive false psychiatric diagnoses. The misuse of such brain and body manipulation technologies directly undermines the Constitution and Criminal law of the USA.

Created: Jun 23, 2012 (…)

Read full article:

https://petitions.whitehouse.gov/petition/investigate-misuse-psychotronic-mind-control-weapons/nCWzx3hD

---

Galina Kurdina, Petitioning Member of Congress

This petition will be delivered to:

Dennis J. Kucinich Member of Congress
Barbara Boxer U.S. Senator
Maria Cantwell U.S. Senator
Susan Collins U.S. Senator
Carolyn McCarthy Member of Congress
Dick Durbin U.S. Senator

Patrick Leahy U.S. Senator
Barack Obama the President of the United States

Member of Congress: Investigate misuse of Psychotronic (mind control) weapons, 2012,

1. There are individuals in this country, victims of Psychotronic (or Mind Control, Electronic, Electromagnetic, Directed Energy, Neurological, Non-lethal) Weapons, who are being targeted unjustly or used as human subjects in experiments without their informed consent. Victims of mind/body control detail the most extreme and totalitarian violations of human rights in human history. Criminals may implant people with microchips or nanomaterials and place them under continuous surveillance. They monitor the human brain, continuously alter consciousness and behavior, directly assault and torture mind and bodies of the human subjects. These are some of the symptoms that targeted individuals may experience:
   a). Microwave hearing, torture with loud noise.
   c). Reading thoughts, retrieving memories.
   d). Manipulation of thoughts, will, emotions, desires and perceptions.
   e). Manipulation of human behavior: forced speech, involuntary body movements, transmission of specific commands into the subconscious, compulsory execution of these commands (i.e. the Manchurian Candidate effect).
f). Debilitation of mental acuity, loss of memory.
g). Sleep deprivation or uncontrollable sleep
h). Cramps, spasms, excruciating artificial pain in any part of the body, manipulation of body systems, including heart attacks and other serious medical conditions.

2. Some victims are subject to harassment and organized stalking in their communities, some victims receive false psychiatric diagnosis and in addition become victims of the systems, from which they are seeking help (medical institutions and law enforcement).

3. The misuse of such brain and body manipulation technology directly undermines the Constitution and Criminal law of the United States.

THEREFORE, your petitioners request that the Government would appoint an investigation in the United States to get to the bottom of these gross violations of human rights based upon the evidence collected by victims for many years. Goals of the investigation should include:

1). End of misuse of the mind control technologies
2). Compensation of involuntary human subjects for their damages
3). Immediate access to countermeasure protections and removal of any materials, implanted in involuntary human subjects, such as microchips or nanomaterials, that send signals to their mind and bodies
4). People responsible should be exposed and brought to justice for these unspeakable crimes against humanity.


1. Moreno JD., 2004, DARPA on your mind, Cerebrum;6(4):91-9
19. Adey, W. Ross, December, 1979, Neuropysiologyc Effects of Radiofrequency and Microwave Radiation, Bulletin of the New York Academy of Medicine, V.55, #11

There are 259 articles and books about brain-machine interface, 155 articles about neuroengineering, 80 articles about neural interfacing, 18 articles about neuromechanical systems, 580 articles about neuroinformatics, 20866 articles about neuroimaging, 1380 articles about neural prostheses, 26 articles about artificial and biological neural circuits, 33697 articles about neural control, 3678 articles about neural signal processing, 2658 articles about neural modeling, 2 articles about neuro-computation in MEDLINE library. (…)

Read full article:


---

Against use of Psychotronic (Mind Control) Weapons.Petitions on White House and change.org sites,
Dear All,

A TI from New Zealand informed me that he went to China and bought a vhf/uhf radio jammer there, and this jammer suppresses mind control attacks upon him. He directed me to Sesp Jameer company and ChinaJammer company. Sesp Jameer demands clearance and does not sell this equipment to ordinary civilian people, but Chinese companies may sell them to civilians. If you want to buy it, consult a lawyer, how you can use it (if is legal to use it at your place at all, since laws are different in different countries and states). The jammer suppresses radio frequency up to 3GH; the TI said to me that jammers that suppress up to 5-6 GH are better, but I do not know, whether it makes sense to pay more, if jammers up to 3 GH help well. Price of the jammer is very high, about 4500 USD, most of TI’s are not able to afford it. That is why it is very important to continue our protests, strikes and petitioning. I started a petition on the White House petitions site and ask for your support. The reason, why we should sign the Petition, is that the American Government can force other Governments to investigate crimes, committed by means of Psychotronic weapons, but, first of all, we have to force the White House to investigate misuse of Psychotronic (Mind Control) Weapons in the USA. This is text of the Petition:

Investigate misuse of Psychotronic (mind control) weapons.

Victims of Psychotronic (Mind Control) Weapons are being targeted unjustly or used as human subjects in non-consensual experiments.

Criminals may implant people with microchips or nanomaterials, monitor their brain, alter consciousness and behavior, torture mind and bodies.

Victims may experience torture by microwave hearing, visual hallucinations, manipulation of thoughts, will and emotions, forced speech, involuntary body movements, transmission of specific commands into the subconscious and compulsory execution of them.

Some targeted individuals are subject to harassment and organized stalking in their communities, some victims receive false psychiatric diagnoses.

The misuse of such brain and body manipulation technologies directly undermines the Constitution and Criminal law of the USA.

You will have to open your accounts on the White House web site in order to sign the Petition till the 25th of July, 2012. This is urgent. No comments, no bad words. You can view and sign the petition here:

http://wh.gov/lF0B

Another Petition is on http://www.Change.org web site. It is sent to the U.S. President, some senators and members of Parliament, when you are signing it:

http://www.change.org/petitions/member-of-congress-investigate-misuse-of-psyc

Please, recruit your friends, acquaintances, relatives to sign these Petitions, send them letters and
remind about them.

Thank you,
Sincerely,
Galina Kurdina (…)

---

Cheryl Welsh, Mind Justice, at mindjustice.org
http://mindjustice.org/index.htm

---


---

STOP TORTURE NOW!
PLEASE HELP THE VICTIMS!

Thank you!

Yours sincerely.

---

May 19, 2010

WELCOME TO THE NEUROSLAVERY!

ATTACK!!!

Welcome to Your NANOBRAIN!

On the Road to Freedom: Welcome to the Future of Humans!

---


---

Dear Sir, @Madam,

More on the story can be found here:
The invention of a nanobrain takes us one step closer to the future of medicine.

Although our most sophisticated nanomachines are still not yet ready to navigate your bloodstream, Japanese researchers have recently come one step closer by inventing a nanotech “brain.”

The one-to-many concept is critical to robotic control and has the potential for applications in future generations of computing.

Read full article:


ATTACK!!!

SCAN: Image: http://media.win.online.ua/d1/005/006/192/4bf2319c7d92c.jpg in http://news.online.ua/298588/
A tiny chemical “brain” which could one day act as a remote control for swarms of nanomachines has been invented.

The researchers have already built larger ‘brains’

“We instruct only one molecule and it simultaneously and logically instructs 16 others at a time,” said Dr Bandyopadhyay.

The configuration allows four billion different possible combinations of outcome.

“The two nanometre diameter structure was inspired by the parallel communication of glial cells inside a human brain, according to the team.

“We have clear cut evidence that we can control those machines,” said Dr Bandyopadhyay.

This “one-to-many” communication and the device’s ability to act as a central control unit also raises the possibility of using the device in future computers, he said.

Read full article:

http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/science/nature/7288426.stm

Quote: <...>


It’s not a deep dive, but rather a tour-de-force attempt to spark public dialogue about how neurotechnology is impacting society now and in the future. <...>
The Neuro Revolution should spark a broad public dialog about the societal implications of where this technology might go, and how to begin the conversation around the regulatory options — neurotechnology clearly has both its up and down sides. One example: many people will be considered about having anyone (or anything) “inside their heads.” The issues will not be simple, and Lynch elegantly lays out many of the likely ethical, legal, and social complexities. <…>

Read full article:
http://hplusmagazine.com/articles/neuro/neuro-revolution

---


Quote: <…>


Quote: <…> The artificial brain – Photograph: Rex/Sunset <…>

Quote: <…> The world’s first synthetic brain could be built within 10 years, giving us an unprecedented insight into the nature of consciousness and our perception of reality. <…>

Professor Henry Markham, director of the project at the Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne, has already simulated parts of the neocortex, the most ‘modern’ region of the brain, which evolved rapidly in mammals to cope with the demands of parenthood and social situations. <…>
Ultimately, scientists want to use synthetic brains to understand how sensory information from the real world is interpreted and stored, and how consciousness arises. 

Read full article:


--- ---


Quote: While other brain sims, like IBM’s Blue Brain, use high-powered supercomputers to mimic the computing power of the human brain, furber thinks that if we really want to recreate the brain synthetically, we need a more practical, affordable, low-power approach.

While Furber and company wait in Manchester, UK, for the chips to begin arriving, they’ve cobbled together a pared-down, 50-neuron version for testing. That model can already control a Pac-Man-like video game, and Furber’s first goal once he gets working on the real deal is to teach Spinnaker to control a robotic arm. This, of course, is a precursor to his teaching it the full range of tasks required to control a humanoid body.

Read full article:


--- ---


Quote: Computer engineers have long wanted to copy the compact power of biological brains. But the best mimics so far have been impractical, being simulations running on supercomputers.

Furber, a computer scientist at the University of Manchester, UK, says that if we want to use computers with even a fraction of a brain’s flexibility, we need to start with affordable, practical, low-power components.
Furber won’t come close to copying every property of real neurons, says Henry Markram, head of Blue Brain. This is IBM's attempt to simulate a brain with unsurpassed accuracy on a Blue Gene supercomputer at the Swiss Institute for Technology, Lausanne. “It’s a worthy aim, but brain-inspired chips can only produce brain-like functions,” he says.

A robot controller with even a dash of brain-like properties should be much better at tasks like image recognition, navigation and decision-making, says Furber.

The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, the Pentagon’s research arm, is funding a project called Synapse. Wei Lu of the University of Michigan at Ann Arbor, is working on a way of providing synaptic weights with memristors, first made in 2008 (New Scientist, 3 May 2008, p 26).

Handily, their most basic nature is brain-like: at any one moment a memristor’s resistance depends on the last voltage placed across it. This rudimentary “memory” means that simple networks of memristors form weighted connections like those of neurons. This memory remains without drawing power, unlike the memory chips needed in Spinnaker. “Memristors are pretty neat,” says Lu.

Read full article:


Diane E. Banegas, Synthetic Brains, The National Science Foundation, nsf.gov, January 27, 2009,
The challenges to creating a synthetic brain are staggering. Unlike computer software that simulates brain function, a synthetic brain will include hardware that emulates brain cells, their amazingly complex connectivity and a concept Parker calls “plasticity,” which allows the artificial neurons to learn through experience and adapt to changes in their environment the way real neurons do.

Aside from the daunting technological challenges, a synthetic brain or brain components will also raise ethical and environmental issues. The role of emotions in learning are just beginning to be understood, and it appears they are incredibly important to brain function.

Read full article:


Quote: A detailed, functional artificial human brain can be built within the next 10 years, a leading scientist has claimed. Around two billion people are thought to suffer some kind of brain impairment, he said.
"It is not impossible to build a human brain and we can do it in 10 years," he said.

But as well as advancing neuroscience and philosophy, the Blue Brain project has other practical applications.

For example, by pooling all the world’s neuroscience data on animals – to create a “Noah’s Ark”, researchers may be able to build animal models.

Read full article:

http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/technology/8164060.stm

---

Lara Farrar, Humans and machines will merge in future, BANG seminar – home > in the news!, bangseminar.org, 10/08/08, < http://bangseminar.org/in_the_news/files/ba0976a34f282e26da4ab7d77b8cc35a4-2.html >.

Quote: Scientists: Humans and machines will merge in future

Story Highlights

Nick Bostrom says technology will let humans manipulate their own biology

Ray Kurzweil predicts humans will be mostly non-biological by around 2030

Biotechnology, nanotechnology, robotics could merge mankind with machines

< ... >
On the final day of the Global Catastrophic Risk Conference experts will focus on what could be the unintended consequences of new technologies, such as superintelligent machines that, if ill-conceived, might cause the demise of Homo sapiens.

"Any entity which is radically smarter than human beings would also be very powerful," said Dr. Nick Bostrom, director of Oxford’s Future of Humanity Institute, host of the symposium. “If we get something wrong, you could imagine the consequences would involve the extinction of the human species.”

"We will begin to use science and technology not just to manage the world around us but to manage our own human biology as well,” Bostrom told CNN. “The changes will be faster and more profound than the very, very slow changes that would occur over tens of thousands of years as a result of natural selection and biological evolution.”

Yet the invention of so many high-powered technologies and the possibility of merging these new technologies with humans may pose both peril and promise for the future of mankind. “I think there are grave dangers,” said Kurzweil. “Technology has always been a double-edged sword.”

Read full article:

http://bangseminar.org/in_the_news/files/ba0976a34f28826da4ab7d77b8cc35ad-2.html

---

**ATTACK!!!**


Quote: "Telecommunications researchers in Japan are attempting to create electronic sensors that can not only receive information from the brain, but could manipulate our neural pathways."

"Establishing connections between the brain and electrical instruments is important for understanding how the brain works and for controlling neural activity," says Torimitsu, who heads NTT’s Molecular and Bioscience Group.

"To develop some kind of devices or interfaces with the brain that would make it possible to transmit our information, sending it through the telecommunication pathways to another person or device such as a computer - that is the goal.”

Read full article:


Quote: ...We will no longer be Homo sapiens, but Cyber sapiens—a creature part digital and part biological that will have placed more distance between its DNA and the destinies they force upon us than any other animal—a creature capable of steering our own evolution...


Now after six million years of evolution, where do we go next? How will evolution, our newly arrived intellect, our primal drives and the powerful technologies we continually create, change us? ...

In fact each day the lines between biology and technology, humans and the machines we create are blurring. We are already part and parcel of our technology. 

Read full article:
http://www.kurzweilai.net/meme/frame.html?main=/articles/art0687.html


Quote: Een Japans stelt heeft letterlijk een buitengewoon ambtenaar van de burgerlijke stand. Ze zijn getrouwd door een robot.
De robot I-Fairy was een logische keuze voor het bruidspaar. De werkgever van de bruid bouwde de robot en de bruidegom werkt als professor aan een technische universiteit en is gespecialiseerd in robots. De robot, I-Fairy, brengt haar dagen niet door als een buitengewoon ambtenaar.

Read full article:

Watch this video:

Watch this video:

Watch this video:


NB!

Google Translate, Dutch – English,

Quote: < ... > The rich could all be cyborgs in the future. < ... >

Mr Kurzweil calls his theory the Law of Accelerating Returns. Writing in The Sun, Mr Kurzweil said: "I and many other scientists now believe that in around 20 years we will have the means to reprogramme our bodies' stone-age software so we can halt, then reverse, ageing. Then nanotechnology will let us live for ever.

"Ultimately, nanobots will replace blood cells and do their work thousands of times more effectively. < ... >

"If we want to go into virtual-reality mode, nanobots will shut down brain signals and take us wherever we want to go. Virtual sex will become commonplace. And in our daily lives, hologram like figures will pop in our brain to explain what is happening.

"So we can look forward to a world where humans become cyborgs, with artificial limbs and organs." < ... >

Read full article:

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/science/science-news/6217676/Immortality-only-20-years-away-says-scientist.html

===   ===


Quote: < ... > Robots could one day demand the same citizen’s rights as humans, according to a study by the British government. < ... >
The research suggests that at some point in the next 20 to 50 years robots could be granted rights.

If this happened, the report says, the robots would have certain responsibilities such as voting, the obligation to pay taxes, and perhaps serving compulsory military service.

"These scans are tools for government to identify risks and opportunities in the future," said Sir David.

Read full article:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/technology/6200005.stm


Quote: Het project 'diagnose en triage bij conflicten' moet daarin verandering brengen. Er wordt een website ontwikkeld waarop een gebruiker gegevens over het geschil kan invoeren, waarna een gericht oplossingsadvies wordt geboden.

De Universiteit van Tilburg zal zich binnen het project vooral bezighouden met de juridische aspecten, terwijl de Universiteit Twente psychologische effecten en beïnvloeding van de gebruiker onderzoekt. De Raad voor Rechtsbijstand heeft het project 200.000 euro subsidie verleend.

Read full article:

NB!

Google Translate, Dutch – English,
http://translate.google.co.uk/?hl=en#nl|en

Veel mensen weten als ze een geschil hebben niet wat hun rechten en mogelijkheden zijn. Bovendien hebben de meeste mensen onrealistische verwachtingen van hun winstkans als het conflict voor de rechter zou komen.

Psychologische effect
De onderzoekers focussen zich op een integratie van juridische aspecten (Tilburg) en psychologische effecten en de beïnvloeding van de gebruikers (Twente).

---


"I see the debate over whether we should build these artificial intellects as becoming the dominant political question of the century," said Hugo de Garis, an Australian artificial-intelligence researcher, who has written a book, “The Artillect War,” that argues that the debate is likely to end in global war.

---

Katie Drummond, Pentagon Preps Soldier Telepathy Push, wired.com, May 14, 2009,
Quote: The military has been funding a handful of mind-tapping technology recently, and already have monkeys capable of telepathic limb control. Telepathy may also have advantages beyond covert battlefield chatter. Last year, the National Research Council and the Defense Intelligence Agency released a report suggesting that neuroscience might also be useful to "make the enemy obey our commands." The first step, though, may be getting a grunt to obey his officer's remotely-transmitted thoughts.

Read full article:

http://www.wired.com/dangerroom/2009/05/pentagon-preps-soldier-telepathy-push/


Quote: But the energy weapon may face new hurdles, before it’s shipped off to the battlefield; a new report details how the supposedly non-lethal blaster could be turned into a flesh-frying killer.

The announcement arrives on the same day as a new report from less-lethal weapons expert Dr. Jürgen Altmann that analyzes the physics of several directed energy weapons, including Active Denial, the Advanced Tactical Laser (used as a non-lethal weapon), the Pulsed Energy Projectile (a.k.a. "Maximum Pain" laser) and the Long Range Acoustic Device (a.k.a. "Acoustic Blaster").
Meanwhile, the National Institute of Justice is still has a reported interest in a “hand-held, probably rifle-sized, short range weapon that could be effective at tens of feet for law enforcement officials.” That’s just one of the likely domestic applications of Active Denial technology which are likely to follow if the Army’s experiment with ADS is successful. A lot of people will be watching this one very closely. < … >

Read full article:

http://www.wired.com/dangerroom/2008/10/army-ordering-p/

===   ===


Quote: < … > Well, this ought to chill out anyone who was worried about a robotic uprising: our mechanical overlords may not kill us right away. At first, they just might zap us with a paralyzing burst of light.

The US Army’s Aviation Applied Technology Directorate (AATD) plans to demonstrate the use of a 7.5 million candlepower strobe floodlight system mounted on board an unmanned air vehicle as a non-lethal crowd-control system,” the always-linkworthy Flight International tells us. < … >

But that’s not the only flying robot / ray gun combo the U.S. military is examining. The Air Force is also toying with the idea of mounting its Active Denial System pain weapon on a drone, too. Just so the robots can make us feel like we’re on fire, before they temporarily blind us.

< … >

Read full article:

http://www.wired.com/dangerroom/2007/02/new_roboweapon /

===   ===


Quote: < … > МОСКВА, 6 мая — РИА Новости. Устройство, которое преобразует электрические сигналы мозга в слова и предложения и позволяет мысленно диктовать текст, разработала группа ученых из католического
В декабре 2008 года японские ученые сообщили о созданном ими способе прочтения образов, возникающих в головном мозге. С помощью новой технологии они смогли "прочитать" черно-белое изображение простейших картинок: крестов, квадратов и коротких слов, записанных латиницей.

Бельгийские ученые надеются к ближайшим два года превратить свою технологию в рыночный продукт, который позволит значительно улучшить качество жизни многих людей.

Read full article:

NB!

Google Translate, Russian – English,
http://translate.google.co.uk/?hl=en#ru|en|

--- ---


Quote: < ... > A team of Leuven professors has successfully developed a compact, portable device that converts brain signals into words and sentences. < ... >

Read full article:
http://www.mindspeller.be/coverCampusInsight.pdf

--- ---


Quote: < ... > Weeks after the Air Force launched the X-37B reusable space plane on a classified mission and the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency launched a hypersonic glider over the Pacific, the Russians are looking at their own inventory of space weaponry — and are worryng of a serious lag behind the United States. < ... >
Anatoly Sitnov, the former head of procurement for Russia’s armed forces, had a better (and more eeeevil!) quote. “Who owns space, owns the world,” he said. “When we tried to test laser weapons in space, we were told that the militarization of outer space must not occur and we stopped, but the United States has started and continues to test these weapons even today.”

And that means many issues on space weaponry are still undecided. John Bennett of Defense News quotes Marine Gen. James Cartwright, Vice Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, as saying the administration was still engaged in a “rich debate” about space policy.

“It has been the hardest of the reviews,” Bennett quoted Cartwright as saying.

But don’t worry too much, Russians: The X-37B (pictured here) may be circling overhead, but Darpa is still trying to figure out why its hypersonic glider went AWOL during the recent test flight.

Read full article:
http://www.wired.com/dangerroom/2010/05/russian-generals-want-their-space-weapons-too/
Molecular nanotechnology (MNT) is an emerging technology that has the potential to redefine the sources of power in the world and to change the structure of the international system, thus influencing the business of states, from how they live and trade to how they conduct war. It is therefore prudent for us to examine this new technology, and study its potential to reshape the world around us.

On a global level, MNT poses a serious challenge to decision-makers and ordinary citizens alike. Nanoweapons will advance the state of the art in weaponry in both ways. Due to the small scale it works on, molecular manufacturing will allow for the creation of invisible weapons, dreadful and insidious in the same way as biological and chemical warfare. But nanoweapons will also be more precise than biological and chemical weapons because of how they are made. Nanoweapons will be made with an atomic precision that will allow the creation of actual robots smaller than the agents used in biological weapons, and as robots they will be programmable. This will mean weapons that can evade defenses and strike predetermined targets, much as cruise missiles do, but on an invisible scale.

Read full article:


ATTACK!!!

NB!

Keywords: Heart Attack (cardiac arrest),


Quote: < ... > Summary

Background

Renal sympathetic hyperactivity is associated with hypertension and its progression, chronic kidney disease, and heart failure. < ... >
Methods

We enrolled 50 patients at five Australian and European centres; 5 patients were excluded for anatomical reasons (mainly on the basis of dual renal artery systems). Patients received percutaneous radiofrequency catheter-based treatment between June, 2007, and November, 2008, with subsequent follow-up to 1 year. We assessed the effectiveness of renal sympathetic denervation with renal noradrenaline spillover in a subgroup of patients. Primary endpoints were office blood pressure and safety data before and at 1, 3, 6, 9, and 12 months after procedure. Renal angiography was done before, immediately after, and 14—30 days after procedure, and magnetic resonance angiogram 6 months after procedure. We assessed blood-pressure lowering effectiveness by repeated measures ANOVA. This study is registered in Australia and Europe with ClinicalTrials.gov, numbers NCT 00483808 and NCT 00664638. < ... >

Read full article:

http://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(09)60566-3/fulltext

==   ==


Quote: < ... > Artsen van verschillende instituten in de Australische stad Melbourne hebben een methode ontwikkeld waarmee ze een onbehandelbare hoge bloeddruk tot normale waarden kunnen terugbrengen. Om dit te bereiken schakelen ze een deel van het zenuwstelsel gericht uit met behulp van radiogolven. < ... >

Mensen met een sterk verhoogde bloeddruk lopen een groot risico op een beroerte of hartaanval. < ... >

In Australië gaat het om ongeveer 1,5 miljoen mensen.

Artsen in Melbourne hebben een methode ontwikkeld waarmee ze het probleem op een andere manier aanpakken: ze schakelen een deel van het zenuwstelsel uit. Ze voeren een speciaal ontwikkelde katheter op vanuit de lies, tot in de nierslagader. Daar schakelen ze sympathische zenuwen in de slagaderwand uit met behulp van radiogolven. < ... >

Read full article:

http://www.niernieuws.nl/?id=1757&loc=9&all=yes&maand=2010-03

NB!

Google Translate, Dutch – English,

Quote: < … >

В Европе проводят имплантацию приборов, которые помогают снизить артериальное давление. Австралийцы применяют для снижения давления радиочастотные волны, которые влияют на почечные артерии. < … >

Read full article:
http://www.intv.ua/ru/article/205415/

NB! Google Translate, Russian – English,
http://translate.google.co.uk/?hl=en#ru|en|


Quote: < … > Tijdens het internationale congres rond hoge bloeddruk Hypertension 2008 in Berlijn, werden gisteren de eerste resultaten gepresenteerd van een Nederlandse test met een implanteerbaar apparaat dat
De bloeddruk kan verlagen. Deze tussentijdse gegevens beloven heel wat: het toestelletje lijkt een ernstig verhoogde bloeddruk met enkele tientallen millimeters kwikdruk te kunnen verlagen.

De energie die de generator doorgaft via deze elektroden, kan van buiten het lichaam geregeld worden. De gebruikte techniek wordt Baroreflex Activation Therapy genoemd, omdat de zogenaamde baroceptors in de slagaderwand, de sensors waarmee het lichaam de bloeddruk meet, geactiveerd worden.

Als dit gebeurt, sturen ze signalen naar de hersenen, die normaal gesproken betekenen dat de bloeddruk stijgt. Om deze stijging, die in werkelijkheid niet plaatsvindt, te compenseren, sturen de hersenen signalen naar andere lichaamsdelen (hart, bloedvaten en nieren), om de bloeddruk te verlagen.

Read full article:
http://www.niernieuws.nl/?id=533&loc=9&cat=

NB!

Google Translate, Dutch - English,
http://translate.google.co.uk/?hl=en#niem


Quote: Inc., the Rhesos HT System is the only implantable medical device designed to control
hypertension, or high blood pressure. Worldwide, hypertension is a leading and growing cause of heart and kidney disease, stroke and death. The Rheos HT System could provide a new treatment option for the millions of people who cannot control their hypertension with medications. The device activates the body's own system for regulating blood pressure.

The Rheos HT System uses CVRx patented Baroreflex Activation Therapy(TM) (BAT(TM)) technology that is designed to electrically activate the carotid baroreceptors, the body's natural blood pressure sensors. When the baroreceptors are activated, signals are sent through neural pathways to the brain and interpreted as a rise in blood pressure. The brain works to counteract this perceived rise in blood pressure by sending signals to other parts of the body (heart, blood vessels and kidneys) to lower high blood pressure.

Read full article:
http://www.pr-inside.com/two-year-clinical-trial-findings-show-r649537.htm

---

ATTACK!!!
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Quote: < ... > ELECTRONISCHE WAPENS < ... >

Slachtoffers worden ook vaak uit hun slap gehouden. < ... >
En dit keer werden ook wapens ingezet die elektrische golven dwars door de muren uitzenden en ervoor zorgen dat bepaalde lichaamsdelen flink gaan irriteren. < ... >
Deze zogenaamde High Power Microwave wapens < ... >

Read full article:
http://www.ted.nl/krant-editions.aspx

NB!

Quote: <...> Sleep disruption/deprivation - This is achieved by means of overt and electronic harassment. Sleep deprivation, as a tactic, invariably surfaces when the targeted individual begins exhibiting a strong emotional and irrational response to the other forms of harassment. <...>

Read full article:


Quote: <...> Research has shown that bad sleep can adversely affect a person's physical health and emotional well-being. However, the amount of sleep one gets can also influence his or her decision-making. A study published in the March 1st issue of the journal SLEEP finds that sleep deprivation impairs the ability to integrate emotion and cognition to guide moral judgments. <...>

The findings suggest that continuous wakefulness has a particularly debilitating effect on judgment and decision making processes that depend heavily upon the integration of emotion with cognition, said Killgore, adding that the results provide further support to the hypothesis that sleep loss is particularly disruptive to the ventromedial prefrontal regions of the brain, which are important for the integration of affect and cognition in the service of judgment and decision making. <...>

"Our results simply suggest that when sleep deprived, individuals appear to be selectively slower in their deliberations about moral personal dilemmas relative to other types of dilemmas," said Killgore. <...>

Read full article:
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2007/03/070301081831.htm
Quote: < ... > Wie te weinig slaap krijg ’s nachts, heeft een verhoogd risico op een vroege dood. < ... >

In al die gegevens vonden ze ‘omonstotelijk bewijs’ dat er een verband is tussen minder dan zes uur slaap per nacht en een te vroege dood. Dat schrijven de onderzoekers in het wetenschappelijke tijdschrift ‘Sleep’. < ... >

Mensen die vaker te weinig slaap kregen, hadden 12 procent meer kans om te overlijden binnen die 25 jaar. < ... >

Met andere woorden: een goede nachtrust is van levensbelang. < ... >

Read full article:
http://www.faqt.nl/?p=6439

NB!

Google Translate, Dutch – English,
http://translate.google.co.uk/?hl=en#nl|en|


Quote: < ... > Background: Increasing evidence suggests an association between both short and long duration of habitual sleep with adverse health outcomes. < ... >

Results: Overall, the 16 studies analyzed provided 27 independent cohort samples. They included 1,382,999 male and female participants (follow-up range 4 to 25 years), and 112,566 deaths. Sleep duration was assessed by questionnaire and outcome through death certification. In the pooled analysis, short duration of sleep was associated with a greater risk of death (RR: 1.12; 95% CI 1.06 to 1.18; P < 0.01) with no evidence of publication bias (P = 0.74) but heterogeneity between studies (P = 0.02).

Long duration of sleep was also associated with a greater risk of death (1.30; [1.22 to 1.38]; P < 0.0001) with no evidence of publication bias (P = 0.18) but significant heterogeneity between studies (P < 0.0001).
Conclusion: Both short and long duration of sleep are significant predictors of death in prospective population studies. <...>

Read full article:

===   ===
ATTACK!!!

Watch this video:

Watch this video:


---

Eleanor White, ROAD TO FREEDOM, shoestringradio.net, Last Updated: July 30, 2009, <http://www.shoestringradio.net/>,

Quote: <…>

18: Cheryl Welsh and her Mind Justice Organization.

Recorded November 2, 2005: Eleanor White reads excerpts from the 2003 “Summary of Evidence” by United Nations non-lethal weapons expert Cheryl Welsh. Cheryl and her web site are the nucleus of her organization named “Mind Justice.” Cheryl’s specialty is exposing “mind control”, an extremely invasive
part of electronic harassment. Cheryl’s posted information is among the best, if not the best
documented available. < ... >

Quote: < ... > Proven and Available Harassment Technologies < ... >

Read full article:
http://www.shoestringradio.net/
http://www.shoestringradio.net/proventechs.htm

===    ===

Susan Hayes’ Art Work, in Cheryl Welsh, Mind Justice, mindjustice.org, <

Quote: < ... > Artist Susan Hayes depicts mind control targeting in her art work. She is regularly
featured in art shows in New Hampshire. < ... >

Read full article:
http://www.mindjustice.org/hayesart.htm
http://www.mindjustice.org/whatsnew.htm

===   ===

Eleanor White, IN THE FIGHT TO EXPOSE AND STOP THE CRIME OF ORGANIZED STALKING AND ELECTRONIC

Read full article:
http://www.multistalkervictims.org/osih.pdf

===   ===

Love Hewitt stalker pleads guilty, BBC NEWS, news.bbc.co.uk, 30 September, 2003, <

Quote: < ... > “She believed that Ms Love Hewitt was part of a group that targeted her with so-called
psychotronic technology,” Kahil said.

Deal
"Due to this technology Napolis believed they were able to tell what she was thinking," she added. < … >

Read full article:

http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/entertainment/3151518.stm

---
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ORGANIZED CRIME WAVES,

http://www.organizedcrimewaves.com/index.php

---

NOTA BENE!

HELP THE VICTIMS!

mindcon, Re: Persoonlijke ervaringen, volksopstand.net, 26.10.2008-7.03.2010,

http://www.volksopstand.net/forum/28-persoonlijke-ervaringen/1694-re-persoonlijke-ervaringen.html#2642

pdf, 16.05.2010,


—

mindcon, Bioeffect: Hartstilstand (cardiac arrest), in Infotopic, Re: Persoonlijke ervaringen, nr.1883,
volksopstand.net, 26.10.2008-7.03.2010,

http://www.volksopstand.net/forum/28-persoonlijke-ervaringen/1694-re-persoonlijke-ervaringen.html#1883

pdf, 16.05.2010,


NB!

Quote: <...> Artificial microwave voice to skull transmission was successfully demonstrated by researcher Dr. Joseph Sharp in 1973, announced at a seminar from the University of Utah in 1974, and in the journal "American Psychologist" in the March, 1975 issue, article title "Microwaves and Behavior" by Dr. Don Justesen. <...>

PDF Version for Easy Printing
<http://www.raven1.net/ampspsychv2s.pdf>

Read full article:
<http://www.raven1.net/ampspsychv2s.htm>

---


Quote: <...> Targets of organized stalking and electronic harassment (OS/EH) have discovered that multiple radios playing different talk-oriented content can mask the content of the voice to skull (V2S) attacks. <...>

Read full article:
<http://www.creviews.net/antiv2s.htm>

---

Watch this video:

Watch this video:

Thank you!

Yours sincerely.